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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the public schools of today, the practitioner is shackled with
a myriad of mundane tasks which often prohibit the professional from
realizing his true creative potential.

Thus, it is not uncommon to

hear the discouraged practitioner proclaim that he does not have ample
time to experiment or keep abreast of recent research in his field.
This fact, coupled with increasing numbers of critics of education in
America, served as the impetus for the creative educational opinion
leaders in the nation to envision a new role, the educational intern.
As conceived by some of the nation's outstanding educational
leaders, the internship would provide creative, risk-taking practitioners with opportunities to peruse research; participate in provocative seminars and forums; design new instructional organizational
patterns; adopt, refine and implement innovative practices; and through
experimentation, to create models for new roles and instructional approaches in education.
Thus, this educator, interested in this kind of learning environment became an administrative intern in the Eastern Illinois Development and Service Unit Individualized Intern Program.
The internship provided the experiences necessary to complete
the requirements of a field experience for Education 602 for one quarter.
It appears appropriate to review and critique the entire year's activities
as they relate directly to the field experience taken for credit.
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Philosophy of the EIDSU Individualized Intern Program

The Eastern Illinois Development and Service Unit (EIDSU), an
educational agency sponsored by Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Act (ESEA) of Public Law 89-10, was primarily a developmental
center which translated research into practical programs for consideration and implementation of the forty-nine area school districts it served.
The Unit also provided a number of supplementary services to the area
school districts.

The primary objective of EIDSU was to act as a catalyst

and change agency necessary for the improvement and continued updating
of today's educational system.
The purpose of the EIDSU Individualized Intern Program was to
provide experienced educators the opportunity to gain practical experience
in the public school arena and participate in graduate level seminars and
courses which could be applied toward an advanced degree in education.
The interns were assigned either to one of EIDSU's member school
districts or the EIDSU staff.

The intern was responsible to his profes-

sional assignment sixty per cent of the time.

The remainder of the time

was spent in intern activities and independent study.
The objectives of this program were:
- To provide interns opportunities to develop and field test experimentation and implementation strategies in their major interest
areas.
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- - - - To provide interns opportunities to participate in seminars which
focus on dynamics of the change process.
- - - - To assist interns in the development of new role models for
instructional and administrative personnel.
- - - - To provide opportunities for the intern to sharpen his understanding of himself and his interpersonal relationships.
- - - - To equip interns with the requisite skills to design and implement programs which will affect positive change in school
systems.
Participants in the program received an internship assignment
in accordance with their interests and competencies.

During the sum-

mer preceding the intern experience, participants were involved in an
extensive pre-internship program.

The purpose of the program was to

familiarize the intern with the area schools, EIDSU, and his specific
assignment.

Purpose of Paper

The recent impetus of the change process in education has made
it imperative for educators to devise a new means for potential educational administrators to gain practical experience so the needs of the
schools of today and tomorrow can be met.

The purpose of this paper

was to review one such means, an administrative internship, in relationship to meeting this objective.
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CHAPTER II
ROLE DEFINITION

The internship program provided for the close interaction of
four persons to develop, assist, guide and supervise the field practicum; the intern, the EIDSU- University coordinator, the University
coordinator and the intern professional supervisor.

These persons

working together for a common goal, a meaningful intern practicum,
determined the successfulness of the experience.

Thus, it would

appear appropriate to define each role as it was related to this specific
internship.

The Role of the Intern

Once identified, the intern's role varied according to his assignment.

This intern in the program became a member of the EIDSU staff,

and was employed for a period of eleven months.

She was directly

responsible to the EIDSU- University coordinator who directed the year's
activities.

She also had a responsibility to her University coordinator,

who represented the institution from which credit was being earned for
the practicum, in meeting specific university requirements.

An EIDSU

staff member, in the specific area the intern was working, became her
professional supervisor for the duration of a particular assignment.
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The role of the intern was an exciting one, for it enabled the
participant to be free of traditional lines of responsibility and authority
in a regular school environment.

The intern could act as a free agent

and in such an invironment could participate in the administrative processes of communicating, decision-making, coordinating, evaluating
and recognizing and formulating solutions to problems.
was a participant in the decision-making process.

The intern

This gave the intern

an opportunity to grow professionally without the threat of failing and
the repercusions of such a failure in a school setting.
The role of the intern by its diverse nature provided the opportunity for the identification of objectives for the internship year and this
assisted in the analysis of both his strengths and weaknesses.

An

opportunity was provided for the intern to ascertain his abilities and
solidify his interest in becoming a prospective administrator.

The Role of the EIDSU- University Coordinator

In addition to the responsibilities of the EIDSU- University coordinator to direct the intern program and be a laison to the university
from which credit was being earned, his primary responsibility to
the individual intern was to cooperatively plan and direct the year's
activities.

Thus enabling the intern to better meet his personal and

professional needs.

The internship year was a year of learning and

a time to try new ideas that might deviate from established practices.
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The EIDSU- University coordinator provided experiences in which the
intern could initiate and evaluate innovative ideas.
His responsibilities also included directing seminar sessions,
arranging for field trip experiences, providing opportunities for
attending professional meetings and conferences, giving assistance
and support when needed, and giving feedback concerning the success
or failure of a specific activity.

The Role of the University Coordinator

The University coordinator worked directly with the intern in
establishing guidelines and expectations that were necessary to fulfill
the requirements of the course for which credit was being earned.

He

cooperatively planned the intern's program with the EIDSU-University
coordinator and participated directly in intern activities such as seminar
sessions.
His role was also to provide additional insight and perceptiveness
in implementing a program that would best meet the individual intern' s
needs in providing experiences that contributed to his growth in educational leadership capabilities.

The Role of the Professional Supervisor

The professional supervisor assumed the responsibility of directing
specific activities and experiences in regard to his speciality area.

As
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this intern worked in basically two areas, in service training and
curriculum development and the area of the gifted, the professional
supervisor changed when the area of concentration changed.
The day to day contact with specific assignments was made through
the professional supervisor.

Although directly responsible for a specific

program, the professional had an obligation to the intern to foster an
environment where decision making on the part of the intern could and
did exist.

The working relationship was that of co-workers in the area

with each person assuming responsibility for the success or failure of
a program.
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CHAPTER III
THE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM - AN OVERVIEW

To relate every aspect of the internship and each activity the
intern was involved in either directly or indirectly would be an insurmountable task producing a voluminous document.

To provide

background and clarification regarding the relationship of the internship to other aspects of the program, an overview is presented.

Intern Recruitment and Selection

The group of interns recruited for the 1968-69 school term had
varied and desparate backgrounds.
was initiated by EIDSU,

A nationwide recruitment program

Prerequisites for the program were 1) a

master's degree 2) teaching experience and 3) indication of a desire
to explore different educational approaches.

Following a comprehensive

recruitment program and the interviewing of candidates, six interns
coming from the states of Washington, Montana and Illinois were
selected.
The diverse backgrounds and areas of concentration and preparation provided for group interactions that stimulated new insights for
each group member.
Mr. Dan James came to the program from Normal, Illinois.
He had taught on the high school and university level.

His intern
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activities were primarily concerned with developing computerized
administrative services and curriculum development.
Mr. Dennis Duncan, from Port Angeles, Washington, was a
junior high science teacher.

His intern activities involved the imple-

mentation of Inquiry Development in a school and development of futuristic techniques in the classroom.
Mr. Allan Barnes from Tacoma, Washington, had spent the previous year studying the State of Illinois Gifted Program and had spent
considerable time working in the area of group dynamics with the
State of Michigan Training Laboratory and the National Training Laboratories.

He was active in the internship in the administration of the

cooperative gifted program.
Mr. Bill Reynolds, a former director of an area vocational
school in Illinois worked during the internship in curriculum development and teacher education with the Department of Vocational Education
in the State Department of Public Instruction.
Mr. Dale Zorn came from Montana where he served as district
superintendent of schools.

His intern activities were primarily concerned

with the development of a computerized administrative services program
and the role of Ombudsman in assessing the needs and current attitudes of
area school administrators.
This intern had experience in the teaching field with all grade
levels, elementary through college.

Her intern activities had major

emphasis in the area of curriculum development and in service training.
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The brief resume of the group of interns exemplifies the various
competencies and the interests of the group who worked so closely
in many aspects of the program.

The selection of such a diversified

group of participants enabled the members to more objectively assist
in the indentification of individual strengths and weaknesses.

Orientation

The internship program formally began with a training program
held during the summer preceding the actual on-site internship phase.
The primary function of the summer program was to train the intern to
effectively work with teachers and administrators, to explore curricular
alternatives and to identify the area in which the intern would focus his
attention during the internship.
Another facet of orientation was the experience of sensitivity
training with the group including the six interns, the EIDSU-University
coordinator and the facilatator.

This group process proved to be a

valuable approach in providing the opportunity for the participants to
interact more openly and communicate more effectively.

As an out-

growth of this experience, the· interns gave support and feedback openly
to one another throughout the year's activities.
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Intern Professional Assignment

The intern spent 60% of his time working in a school district
or educational agency in areas of interest and concern to the individual.
Each assignment differed as the resumes in the preceding section
indicated.

Assignment was made cooperatively with the consensus

of the intern, EIDSU- University coordinator, the University coordinator
and the professional supervisor.

The special area assignment provided

the intern opportunities to develop and field test experimentations and
implement strategies in his major interest area.
Some professional assignments allowed for flexibility in areas of
concentration and experiences and responsibilities were numerous and

varied.

The assignments were not fixed or rigid in nature and could

be altered or changed in total if the need became apparent.

Intern Reporting Precedures

The intern kept a weekly log of his activities which was submitted
to the EIDSU- University coordinator and the University coordinator
for evaluation, comments, and subsequent feedback to the intern.
In addition, a monthly selected activity analysis was presented

to the University coordinator.

This activity could be an organized

project activity or an interaction taking place between only two persons.
It was an activity that was significant for some specific reason to the
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intern.

It could vary from an analysis depicting growth in leadership

characteristics through conversation with another professional to
reporting a project requiring administrative decision making.
The intern conferenced periodically with the University coordinator.

The purpose of these visitations was to assess the progress

of the intern and the diagnosis of any human relationships or management problems that might impede the intern' s effectiveness.

Intern Seminars

In addition to participating in specific activities of the Unit, such
as staff meetings and staff retreats, the interns also attended weekly
leadership training seminars conducted by the EIDSU- University coordinators and other professionals and resource personnel.
Some of the seminar topics were financial aid to private and parochial schools, bureaucracy in schools, the role of the educational leader,
student activism and its implication, negotiations, claims of the curriculum,
role playing techniques, decentralization, evaluation, and local vs. state
control.
The interns also prepared a series of seminar papers for presentation at weekly sessions.

These topics included historical and

sociological foundations of education, administration and supervision,
guidance and counseling, educational psychology and curriculum.
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Internship Educational Field Trips

The interns visited innovative school districts throughout the
state including Perie Elementary School in Chicago, Lakeview in
Decatur, Yankee Ridge Elementary in Urbana, and elementary schools
and the Title III Training and Development Center in Elk Grove.

The

teacher training institution, Sisters of Notre Dame Teacher Training,
in St. Louis, was also visited.
Orientation in the use of ERIC Clearinghouse and the Digital
Computer Center of the University of Illinois were additional experiences.

Also, provisions were made for interns to attend conferences,

seminars, and professional meetings throughout the year.
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CHAPTER IV
INDIVIDUALIZED ACTIVITY INVOLVEMENT

This section of the paper reviews the specific activities in
which this intern was involved.

The following objectives were identi-

fied as pertinent to this intern:
1.

To develop skills in in- service training techniques.

2.

To become familiar with and proficient in the use of new teaching
strategies.

3.

To acquire knowledge and develop leadership skills in educational
administration and supervision.

4.

To acquire skills in the use of tools for self assessment and evaluation.

5.

To develop skills in the techniques of curriculum development.

6.

To become familiar with selected administrative procedures.

7.

To participate in group interaction and acquire skills and techniques in group dynamics.

The focus or main thrust of EIDSU changed during the year
due to economic influences and a change of administrators.

The change

in focus was instrumental in providing a variation in the type of experiences available and the continuation or discontinuation of specific projects and programs.
During the first few months of the internship the entire EIDSU
staff was developing new objectives and programs for Learning System II,
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and was completely revising its organizational structure into six
task forces.
Learning System I was identified as all the efforts of the previous year in the development of programs designed as a foundation
for a more comprehensive effort.

Learning Systems II represented an

extension of previous activities and was to relate educational activities
to elements of the world of work having as one of the ultimate goals
the construction of an actual learning center residential facility.
The six task forces; programmatic, training, promotion, target
population,feedback and business services were interdependent upon
each other.

This intern was assigned to the training task force initially,

but also worked with others.
As the year progressed, with the change in the financial status
and administration the focus of the Unit became once more one of providing new programs for implementation and services to the area
schools which EIDSU served.

In-service Training Programs

A great many of the services and activities of EIDSU came
under the general heading of in-service training.

The development

of in-service training programs paralleled with specific needs of target
populations participating in a particular program.
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Project SPICE (Special Programs in Cooperative Education)
The essence of this program was to provide group dynamic
experiences for the employment of self assessment through the use of
video tapes, audio tapes and other assessment instruments.

The pro-

grams were further adapted to meet the needs of teachers through the
inclusion of selected content and simulation.

Eight to sixteen weekly

sessions of approximately two hours each were comprised of six to
ten participants.

In each instance it was necessary to identify with the

local school administrator and teacher personnel the particular format
for the sessions.
The role of this intern in this particular project was assisting
in the development of materials for various programs, planning sessions
and the implementation of the materials.

Also, making preliminary

visits to area administrators discus sing the availability of the program
with them and determining what would best meet their needs.

The Deciders
This in-service program was a structured program of twelve
sessions, approximately two hours in length,designed especially for
professionals and lay people who worked with adolescents.

The model

consisted of tapes, notebooks and planned sessions dealing with values
and decision making.

Junior high teachers, secondary teachers and

counselors comprised the group to which this program was presented.
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The role of this intern was that of an assistant leader and process
observer for these sessions.

The Taba In-service Program
This program was designed for the classroom teacher particularly at the elementary level to provide insights into how children learn
to think and to provide opportunities for using teaching strategies
which will help children develop certain thinking skills.

It was espe-

cially prepared for use with social studies but the processes involved
are applicable to other content areas.
This intern did extensive study and research in this area and
became familiar with the structured materials that comprise the Taba
model.

The model consists of numerous films, tapes and planned

sessions.
Adapting these sessions to a workable in-service program was
a major responsibility of this intern' s assignment in the in-service program.

Staff In-service
In-service programs were planned for staff members for the
purpose of improving communication, understanding and providing
feedback to all members employed by the Unit.

The in-service sessions

were conducted at monthly staff meetings, special sessions or retreats.
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It was the responsibility of the individuals working in the area
of training to plan and initiate these programs as well as evaluate their
effectiveness.

Sensitivity Training
As a member of the in-service or training task force, this intern' s
role in sensitivity training was that of a participant.

The Committee

for Continued Training in East Illinois, which consisted of EIDSU staff
members as well as professionals and lay citizens throughout the state,
provided weekend laboratory experiences for the purpose of providing
a positive environment for new learning.

The programs provided in

effect, a concentrated experience of interpersonal group relationships
concerning values, assumptions, feelings, perceptions, and behaviors.
A trained NTL (National Training Laboratory) facilatator conducted
the sessions.
The group of interns and the EIDSU- University coordinator
participated in a series of T-group sessions early in the year.

Inquiry Training
The inquiry development method answers the question of how
a child becomes an independent thinker exercising an inquirying mind.
This method begins with the phenomena with which most educators are
familiar; that is, young children are by nature curious, inquiring beings.
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One of the interns had served as a senior trainer in inquiry
development programs for the Northwest Regional Lab in Portland,
Oregon.

He conducted workshops in the area utilizing the methodo-

logy of inquiry and also used this method in his science class in an
area school.
This intern' s role in this facet of the training program was as
a learner, participant and assistant.

Curriculum Development

The area of curriculum development is directly related to
in-service training in various ways.

New teaching strategies for

implementation are introduced through in-service programs as well
as discussions and presentations concerned with facets of the curriculum.
There are additional areas, other than those that were discussed in the
in-service section, that will be considered in this portion of the paper.

Early Childhood Education
The Early Childhood Education Program of EIDSU was begun
as a developmental project involving four and five year old children.
These children represented a cross section of low to high socio-economic families from Coles County.

The program was expanded to include

three year olds and had two classes with two teachers, aides (both male
and female}, parents, and consultants working with the classes.
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The pre-school program was designed to demonstrate innovative methods which incorporated the best aspects of the traditional
and the most promising of the new so each child could develop socially,
intellectually, physically and emotionally.
This intern participated in many and various aspects of the
program from developing units to working with individual children to
evaluation.

Discussing each activity involvement would be impossible

but the scope of experiences in this area were broad and challenging.

Team Teaching
Although not actively involved in the team teaching project
that EIDSU staff was initiating, it had many implications for extensive
study of this technique by the interns as a group.
The project was a familiar one, one in which the group kept
abreast of current successes, failures, new innovations and progress.
A team of professional consultants from Ogden, Utah, presented
a three day workshop concerned with team teaching and held special
seminar sessions for the intern participants.

Simulation Activities
This intern was involved in the development of simulation materials to be used in in- service programs for teachers as well as materials
to be used in the classroom.

These materials were diverse in nature

ranging from black white confrontations to civil war situations.
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Gifted Demonstration Programs

The Gifted Demonstration Center though located and participating
in EIDSU functions was funded by the State of Illinois Program Development for Gifted Children.
in the ten county area.

There were three demonstration centers

Although there was no direct participation

in these centers, this intern did assist in some workshops sponsored
by the gifted staff for interested teachers in the ten county area.

Business Services

This program was a basic type of service operation designed
to meet specific administrative needs of the schools and at the same
time to begin to develop a comprehensive Educational Data Processing
System.

It was concerned primarily with development in three areas:

payroll, purchasing, and scheduling.
Two of the interns had specific assignment in the development
of this project.

Since the interns worked so closely, it was impossible

not to become involved in one another's projects.

Thus, this intern

was provided the opportunity to assist in the design and the implementation of these activities.

Project College Bound

EIDSU initiated Project College Bound to achieve two major
objectives.

One was to give students an opportunity to have intellectual
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and social experiences in a campus setting.

The other major objective

was to give students from a wide range of cultural and social economic
backgrounds the opportunity to meet and to interact together in a variety
of academic and social activities.
This project was a cooperative effort of EIDSU and Eastern
Illinois University.

An advisory committee from Eastern worked

with EIDSU staff in developing the project but EIDSU staff assumed the
major responsibility for initiating the program.
Sixty-three students participated in the two week program which
was held on Eastern's campus.

This was the second pr.oject of this

nature with ninty-three students participating in the first program.
Planning for Project College Bormd began in January and this
intern had major responsibilities in all areas of the organizational
aspects of the program.

This was an assignment in addition to train-

ing where this intern worked directly for a period of time with another
professional supervisor.
Experience implementing the project had been gained during
its first initiation the previous summer.

Feedback and evaluation

sessions had also been held during the year with students, teachers,
and counselors in order to provide information for planning the current
project.
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Recruitment and Selection of Prospective Interns

An opportunity to participate in the recruitment, selection
and placement of prospective interns provided this intern with insight concerning the responsibilities of educational leaders who function
as directors of personnel.
The interns as a group assisted in the formulation of plans
for a recruitment program for prospective interns.

The program

involved personal contacts, compiling and distributing a brochure,
and writing numerous articles that were submitted to various
journals and other educational publications.
Contacts were also made to many of the area schools concerning
placement positions available to interns.
As applications were received this intern was involved in an
analysis of the information, organizing the information concerning
each applicant for efficiency in reviewing, su:mmarizing findings,
providing questions that could be used in the interview situation to
provide additional information and writing perceptions of the candidates
regarding their eligibility for placement in the program.
Being a member of the interviewing team and making recommendations for placement were also part of the responsibility.
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Dissemination Activities

Numerous articles were submitted to newspapers and periodicals concerning various aspects and activities of EIDSU.
This intern was also involved in as sis ting in writing speeches
both for informational purposes concerning a particular program and
for public relation purposes in relating to the lay citizenry of the ten
county area the functions of EIDSU.
The role of an Ombudsman was identified as the responsibility
of one of the interns and was defined cooperatively by a group interested
in its development.

This role, which this intern assisted in defining

and developing, proved to be a valuable technique for both dissemination
and feedback.

Program Evaluation and Review Technique

Program Evaluation and Review Technique, PERT, was a
system used to provide for efficient productivity by meeting defined
goals on expected dates.

This particular tool provided information

concerning the progress and productivity of specific activities.

In each program, it was customary to PERT the activities
to utilize time and manpower.

Becoming familiar with this technique,

even in its simplest form, made this intern cognizant of its value in
utilization of time and staff capabilities.
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Since EIDSU program had so many diverse activities, PERT
served as an effective management tool.

Administrative Procedures

This intern had the opportunity to become familiar with various
administrative responsibilities and procedures.

Although not in a

decision making role, the knowledge gleaned from the experience to
observe and learn was invaluable.
With the change of administrators, the organizational structure
of the staff was redefined as well as job descriptions and job specifications.

Many areas with which familiarity was gained were bookkeep-

ing procedures, the budget, state and federal relations, staff policy
with professional and non-professional personnel, forms of progress
reports, evaluations, proposals, position papers and continuation
grant requests.
Becoming aware of the total administrative responsibilities
of an organization provided insight concerning areas which had previously held places of minor importance in this intern's perception of
administration.
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SUMMARY

In reviewing the objectives of the internship program and the
personal objectives this intern had strived to attain, it would appear
that there was substantial evidence to support the statement that these
objectives were met throughout the internship experience.

The over-

view of activities this intern was involved in presented the specific
experiences that would provide opportunities £or meeting the objectives.
In addition to acquiring and developing skills in specific areas,
considerable knowledge was gained by this intern in regard to the broad
spectrum of administrative activities.

Opportunities and experiences

were provided to develop leadership qualities and to evaluate their
e££ectiveness.
This type of internship program provides the student of administration an environment where theory and practical experience can both
be applied, practiced and evaluated.

Thus, the potential administrator

is better prepared to meet the challenges of the schools of present day
society and is better equipped to identify and meet the needs of the schools
of tomorrow.
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APPENDIX B

Selected Activity Analysis

SELECTED ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

September, 1968

Barbara Owens
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INTRODUCTION
Since I have become a member of the training task force which is

tposed

persons highly trained in group process and communication

.lls with other persons, I felt it would be interesting to note various

·rees of interaction with the group during my first few meetings.

·ust

28

This was my first meeting with the training task force with three
the five members present.

The focus for this weekly meeting was to

cuss the task force 1 s role in relationship to EIDSU as it has been
the past and how it

11 relate to the new concept of learning

irorunents or Learning Systems II.
My major concern was becoming an active contributing participant
this task force.

This task force is composed of persons who worked

sely together last year and whose group interaction was such that much

ductivity could take place.
Because of the lack of knowledge concerning the objectives of
rning

tens II, it appeared difficult for the co-chairmen to

ate the new concept to the rest of the group.

stration and anxiety were apparent.

Feelings of real

It was just as difficult to

ine the role of this task force and to identify some- of

activities

which it should be actively responsible during the coming year.
The meeting was finally spent in brainstorming some feasible

ivities

which to involve administrators, teachers, school board

bers, key lay corrununity people and students.

This activity had little

-2-
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I

fidity with no specific objective for doing it.

There were many inter-

~tions and the meeting was disrupted for members who were involved in
~i,oup.

Much hostility was displayed by task force members because of

r
i

lruptions.
~- .
It was my feeling that my ideas while brainstorming were recognized

.i accepted by the group and that it would not be difficult to become
fintegral part of the task force.
!

Perhaps all the anxiety and frustration task force members were
~.eriencing and the hostility exhibited was due to the total climate

fEIDSU

which is in the initial stage of redefining its present ml@

!focus.
~tember

3

This was a very lengthy meeting with all five members present.
~re was still much discussion about what Learning Systems II really
rall about.

,·f

It was clearly recognized that each individual still felt

heed to have the concept more clearly defined.
'\

Dr. Rogge spent some

tr,

ne attempting to do this.
Although the total concept was not clearly defined or understood,

is information appeared to be enough to set the stage for doing some

)ductive work.

Many topics were discussed, both programs now in sight

i those to be directly connected with Learning Systems II.

Of major concern was staff development and planning a staff meeting

:h emphasis on establishing staff openness.
a major concern from group discussion ana a

1

proposed to alleviate it.

Total staff anxiety emerged
:3taff meeting on openness

52
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During this meeting I felt my ability to conununicate with the group

i

~s much improved.

The task force members displayed acceptance of each

~her and the ability of each to make meaningful contributions.

Much

I

ithe previous anxiety of the group appeared to be reduced.

One pertinent

f'

~oblem still existed
the need for a better understanding of actually
r·
~at Learning Systems II is and what each individual 1 s new role will be.

t:etember 17

-I

The weekly meeting of the training group met with the specific

~sk of planning the staff meeting on openness.

F

~d·with cooperativeness.

This was done expediently

Other recommendations for openness were

i

~scussed and considered.
A staff meeting had been previously attended by all members and

~ch brought with him to the meeting a more working conception of

'

~arning Systems II.
Homework for each task force members was to study Perspectus for

,.

~arning Systems II and do initial thinking about who do we need to

rain and what kinds of activities relate to what is found in the

erspectus.

'~

::.'..

7

The group was enthusiastic and felt a real challenge to take

efinite steps in planning for EIDSU I s new focus.

I felt a real part

f this group and anxious to work with them.

~teinber 23

r,

This was my fourth contact with the training task force and I felt

~at the interaction that took place was related directly to the previous

assions and had some significance in my overall observations.

The

Pee if ic task for this meeting was to determine a way to implement

53
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raining in Learning Systems II.

A day was planned for teachers and

rincipals whose schools will be involved second semester in the new
rogram.

The training session will be a day of activities to help make

his population aware of Learning Systems II.
E\1en though the staff has had much more information concerning
earning Systems II, the members of the task force expressed more concern,

:,re frustration and even more anxiety than was observed during our
irst meeting.

-5-
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CONCLUSIONS
Even though this group has worked together very closely in the
~ast on various projects they are together for the first time in a

training task force.

Jh

With knowledge of the backgrounds and experience

!

the field of training that ead1 member has, it could be assumed the

ne1•sonal and professional interaction within the group would make it
~ossible for them to master any new task with a low level of anxiety.
I

As could be expected the level of anxiety was somewhat high when

~he group first met but appeared to be reduced as more input was given.
I

~nwever, the last meeting exhibited a higher level of anxiety than

I

•xisted at the first session.
I

In view of my reading related to the change process and human

havior, rny observations seem to imply that sufficient t:iJTle has not
, en spent in orienting the group to the concept of Learning Systems
and in definition of the specific role of the task force.

This

a.resent climate appears to be interfering with the group I s productivity.
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Selected Activity Analysis

November, 1968

by

Barbara Owens

I
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Selected Activity Analysis
November 8, 21, and 25
contact:

Douglas Paulson
EIDSU Staff Member
Chainnan for the group developing and field testing
a model program for Early Childhood Education.

November 8
Although not a member of the group developing a model for
Early Childhood Education, Mr, Paulson asked if I would attend
the planning session which included EIDSU staff, pre-school
staff, students from the junior and senior high school, parents
and lay community leaders.

My

responsibility was to observe,

interact and evaluate the session.

In conversation with Mr.

Paulson, the following recommendations were made:

1) suggestions

to improve the group presentation of a new program such as this,
2) objectives to consider in implementing the program, 3) specific

activities that could be included to meet these objectives and
4) utilization of available personnel and facilities.
November 21
Mr. Paulson again contacted me to make observations, evaluations,
and recommendations directly related to specific activities the
pre-school children were engaged in while field testing the model.
Specific recommendations were made concerning the various activities;
1) their effectiveness in meeting objectives, 2) their impact on
the children of various ages, 3) student involvement, 4) teacher
involvement, and 5) parent, lay leaders, and aide involvement.

57
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It was evident that the recorrunendations and suggestions

I had made after the planning session had been considered and
implemented.

Working ~,ith Mr. Paulson in a consultant role

was a new one for me.
November 25
A final critique session was held to assist in the evaluation

of the effectiveness of the model.
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Significance of Selected Activity
In our seminar discussions, statements have been made that
indicate that fellow co-workers do hold the interns in high
esteem.

The related experience made this apparent to me and

that we, as a group, were considered to be knowledgeable in
the field in which we were working.

Mr. Paulson, a creative,

bright staff member, relies little on fellow staff members for
assistance, thus, having worked with him in a consultant role
makes the statements even more meaningful.
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SELECTED ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

January,

Barbara

1969

Owens
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Selected Activity Analysis
January 23 and 27
CJntact:

Mr. Charles Bush
Superintendent of Schools
Marshall, Illinois

PurpJse:

a.

TJ inform Mr. Bush Jf the availability Jf an
in-service training program for three to six
junior high teachers tJ be held in CJnjunctiJn
with two Jther school districts.

b.

TJ explain the merits Jf the program in such a
way that Mr. Bush would want his teachers invJlved and would suppJrt the program by giving
teachers and students released time to be participants and providing facilities in which to
c::mduct the prJgram.

January 23
A CJnference was held with Mr. Bush in Marshall for
nearly two hJurs. Mr. Bush is probably one of the most progressive educatJrs in the ten county area and, althJugh near
retirement age, keeps abreast of current educational trends and
happenings. He was most interested in involving his teachers
who had not yet had an oppJrtunity to participate in in-service
training programs. Budget problems were a prohibiting factor
concerning participation of teachers JD released time. I suggested SJme alternatives and ways in which EIDSU could be of
assistance. Mr. Bush appeared tJ be enthusiastic and interested
in having Mrashall included in the target population. During
the discussion, we also discussed other services that EIDSU
could Jffer his teachers and students and the resJurce persons who were available as consultants. Also, he indicated
his desire fJr an intern if his budget would permit.
January 27
CJntact was made with Mr. Bush as follow-up CJncerning our recent conversation. He had already contacted the
juniJr high principal and teachers whJm they both considered
possible participants. He indicated their willingness to become a part of the program in February.
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Significance of Selected Activity
It was apparent from Jur conversation that Mr. Bush reflected the concern and enthusiasm Jf Jther administratJrs in the
area that their teachers have the JppJrtunity to participate in
in-service training programs. It was also apparent that EIDSU
could have better met this need in the ten county area by making
available tJ mJre schools the JppJrtunity to participate at the
beginning Jf the school year instead :if just now beginning programs.
The schools in the ten county area l::i.::,k to EIDSU and its staff for
educational leadership and it bec::imes evident in c::inversati::ins
throughout the area .that more initiative in assuming this leadership role is needed by many on our staff as we c::iuld be c::intributing even more than we are in influencing education in East Central Illinois.
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Selected Activity Analysis
for April, 1969

Prepared for
Dr. Robert V. Shuff
Eastern Illinois University

by
Barbara L. Owens
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SELECTED ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
Contact:

Part{cipants in a Taba In-service Education Program.

Purpose:

To conduct a two and a half hour session concerned
with the teaching strategies for developing children's
thinking.
INTRODUCTION

This activity had special significance for this intern due
. to the direct involvement last semester in developing a model to

be used with teachers in the area.

The Taba In-service Education

Program, specifically designed for teachers of social studies, is

..

such that it provides classroom teachers with insights into how
children learn to think and provides opportunities for using teaching strategies which will help children develop certain thinking
· skills.

Although the program was especially prepared for use in

social stud~es, the processes involved also are applicable to· other
content areas.
This intern concurs with the opinions of those who have de,veloped: the Taba·curriculum which is addressed to.multiples objectives .that are applicable to not only social studies, but to all
·. content areas.

There are four categories of general objectives

:. which ar'e dealt with:

(1)

basic knowledge; (2) thinking; (3) atti-

i'l'tudes,:
fee~ings, and
s~nsitivit:Jes, and
(4) skills.
.
:_.,
.
.
:·.

i

This particul~r model was being presented in eight (8) sessions
to ten:: (ld) area elementary teachers.

:'".,
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OBJECTIVES
A.

Personal Objectives for the Development of Leadership Qualities.
l.

Todevelop rapport in a new group that provides a climate
:for open communication between participants and leader.

2.

To ascertain the needs of the group, as a group and as
individuals, for effective learning to transpire.

3.

To be knowledgeable concerning the concepts of the Taba
material and proficient in imparting these concepts in a
meaningful way.

4. · To demonstrate qualities that will enable the participants
to have confidence in the ability of leader.
B.

Specific Objectives for the Session.
To. develop an awarene'ss among the participants to change

l.

their teaching strategies to meet the needs of the present
day student.
2.

To foster better communication skills between participants
and their students.

3 .. To provide an opportunity for participants to practice a
new teaching technique in a secure, safe environment.
4.

To provide experiences for the participants that wB.l enable them to further develop an adequate self concept in
using this new teaching strategy.
Outline of Session Activities
I

"+. t·

Communic.ation Exercise
Use opaque projector and involve entire group in an inquiry
experience.
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II.

Discussion:

Review of Concept Formation.

lndividual sharing of experiences in classroom with
concept formation.
III.

Introduction of Film.
11

IV.

Interpretation of Data at Intermediate Level!!

a.

Participants use observation sheets for film.

b.

Group discussion of film.

Provide opportunity to construct questions and practice using
concept formation and interpretation of data in role playing
situation.

V.

a.

Use tape to introduce activity.

b.

Work in small groups to.develop questions and role play.

Leader Group Discussion . .
Concerned with implementing techniques in individual
teaching situations.

VI.
VII.

Introduce selected readings to group for outside reading.
Evaluation and reaction to the Taba curriculum and the session
itself from participants.
ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITY
When evaluating the session with the participants at the close

of the evening, it was apparent that individual reasons for being
involved in the program had a definite effect upon individual evaluations.

Those who had become participants for the opportunity to

learn about and practice new teaching strategies had a tendency to
• • J'

.evaluate these.

They appeared eager to implement them in their own
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classroom.
Two participants indicated they were a part of this particular
in-service program to assure themselves of an additional increment
for the coming school year.

Their evaluations were concerned with

the interaction among group members with superficial comments regarding.the main focus of the session.
Objectively reflecting on evaluations made by the participants,
one could make the assumption that the majority had experienced·
both a meaningful and profitable experience.

After careful perusal

of the objectives set forth prior to the session, the leader was
satisfied that the personal objectives for the developme~t of leadership qualities had adequately been met.

Specific objectives for the

session were considerably mone difficult to evaluate in measuring
the degree of success with which they were met.

All of the objec-

tives were met but not with all of the participants.

Realistically,

this would not be feasible.
It becomes evident when conducting a session such as this that
there are many variabl~s that deter the adoption of new teaching
strategies and preclude the implementation of new curriculum by the
teacher.

If teachers are to more readily adopt new innovations,

these variables must be considered.
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SELECTED ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Prepared for

Dr. Robert V. Shuff

F.astern Illinois University
May, 1969

by
Barbara L. CMens
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SELECTED ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

telected Activity:

The analysis of the applications for the administrative
Internship Programs for the school year 1969-1970.

fm'pose:

To review info:mation rieceived fran the applicants
for evaluation and recommendation in the placement
of candidates in the EIDSU-F.astern and EIDSU-Loyola
Individualized Administrative Intemship Programs.
INTroOOCTION

Due to the influx of applications received for consideration in the
J:ndividualized Internship Programs, it became apparent that an analysis

Of the information concerning each candidate would facilitate the dieeussions and evaluations of EIDSU staff members in selecting camidates

vho would be issued personal interviews.

Personal interviews would be

conducted jointly with EIDSU personnel and university personnel.
This interns specific task was to:

l.

Organize the information conceming each applicant for efficiency
in reviewing.

I.

Dete:rmine if all requested information was available and if not,
construct individual needs 11st.

J.

Summarize findings regarding personal data sheets~ vitas, credentials
and reconvnendations in a written critique.

4.

Pl'Ovide a series of questions that could be po§eo.1 to the candidate
in the personal interview situation to provide additional information.

5.

Wrttten perceptions of the candidate

and recommendations concerning

his eligibility for placement in the programs.
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-2'l'ASK ANALYSIS

This task provided infonnation to be used in screening applicants
prior to the personal interview and infonnation useful in conducting the

pterview.

For this intern, the interview itself made apparent the

necessity for knowing each candidate's qualifications prior to the meeting

for a more objective evaluation of the applicant.
Without reviewing each applicants reco:ro thoroughly, the prospective
~tern and the personnel making the decision are at a distiuct disadvantage.

,.

:;it is imperative that all infomation be carefully reviewed and evaluated

,eencerning prospective personnel in any situation.
SIGNIFICANCE OF SELEX:!TED ACTIVITY

This intern had an opportunity to be directly involved in the

tvaluation, selection and placement of prospective interns.

Much insight

• • gained in the area of personnel selection and the importance of
evaluating objectively became very apparent.

To asslUJle leadership

tasponsibilities in this particular area makes one aware of the
tonscientious, objective attitude an administrator should continually

ltrive to attain.

Every dec~sion, irrega:roless of the significance

placed on it, will have a direct effect on the administrator, his

ltaff and the total operation and pl"Oductiveness of the organization.

i
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PROJECT ED YEARLY ACTIVITIES SUMMARY
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Barbara Owens
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Projected Activities Summary

Introduction
During the next few months as an intern working with Eastern
Illinois Development and Service Unit, my major responsibility will
be an active member of the Training Task Force.

The primary function

of this group is to develop in- service training programs for existing
and future staff needs based on the developing directions and objectives
of Learning Systems II as well as training involving the target populations who will be part of the program.
It would seem necessary to briefly relate the changes that have
been instrumental in redefining the focus of EIDSU and how this will
affect my activities during the internship.

EIDSU is a unique organi-

zation; it is a developmental agency with responsibilities for creativity
in program development, yet it maintains a direct association with
public schools in a ten-county area.

All the efforts of last year in

new programs and exploratory programs represent the efforts called
11

Learning System I.

11

Learning System I consists of programs that

have been designed as a foundation for a much more comprehensive
effort.

This effort will be Learning System II.
Learning System II represents the logical extension of previous

activities as well as a needed synthesis of developmental work.

The

direct purpose of Learning System II is to more closely relate educational activities to elements of the world of work.
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To accomplish the objectives of this new thrust, EIDSU has
completely revised its organizational structure.

Six task forces

related to different aspects of the developmental approach have been
instituted.
cular area.

Each task force is headed by a specialist in that partiThese groups are Programmatic, Training, Feedback,

Promotion, Target Populations and Business Services.

With the ex-

ception of Business Services, the other task forces appear to be interdependent upon each other.
It is my de sire to pursue an advanced degree in administration

and supervision with emphasis on curriculum development and the
Training Task Force seemed the feasible group of which to become a
member.
During my first few months in the program, I have gained much
by having the opportunity to work with almost the entire EIDSU staff
in the many different activities that have been in existence.

The

decision to become a part of the Training Task Force was made after
much consideration and participation in other task force groups which
gave me the opportunity to see the overall picture reflecting the new
focus of EIDSU.
The task forces are in the initial developmental stages and are
attempting to relate to each other and the concept of Learning Systems II.
With the exception of Business Services, it is difficult to actually PERT
a time schedule for the year because activities in which EIDSU will
be involved are not clearly defined.

Existing programs and commitments
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are being honored and, therefore, some responsibilities are already
established.

Objectives Related to Activity Involvement
In retrospect, it would appear that many of the activities in
which I have been actively involved directly are concerned with
training while others have provided me with a varied background
of experiences.
The Training Task Force leader has been most cooperative in
discus sing the various specific activities the group plans to be involved
in and in addition has indicated there will be many projects which will
necessitate our involvement which have not yet been defined.
There are many objectives I would personally like to meet during
the year.

Each new activity in which the task force is involved will

have specific objectives to meet the overall objective of the task.
Some personal objectives I hope to consider are:
1.

To organize and develop a specific training program
applicable to various target populations.

2.

To develop better communication skills and interaction
with persons of all ages.

3.

To become actively involved in a variety of projects which
will provide experiences in curriculum development and
supervision.
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4.

To become proficient in administering self assessment
tools, procedural change techniques and small group
process interaction.

5.

To ascertain an awareness of the characteristics that
are an integral part of leadership.

6.

To increase my educational opportunities in administration by being willing to accept administrative and supervisory responsibilities.

Activity Involvement
It seems to be more feasible to discuss the activities in which
I have participated and those in which I anticipate playing an integral
role.
Actually PERTing activities according to a timetable is impossible
since these dates have not been established by the Training Task Force.
Once again, it should be stated that many of the activities in which our
task force will be directly responsible have not yet been defined.

Project College Bound
This program was in existence in July for two weeks.

It in-

volved 93 youngsters who were housed in university dormitories.

The

students focused their attention on special interest subjects taught at
a variety of places.

My responsibilities varied throughout the two

weeks from working with students, counselors, and teachers to helping with extra-curricular and social activities.
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Institute for Area Teachers
This program was a six-weeks program involving 72 teachers
with a major thrust in new teaching techniques.

My involvement included

working with a small group of teachers, children from the area and
Negro students from Carver in Chicago.

Summer Follow-up
This activity is one which the Training Task Force is now pursuing with the help of the summer staff and Dr. Rogge, Director of
the Institute.

A two-day meeting is planned the middle of October.

Individual follow-up will then be determined.

SPICE
Seminar Program in continuing education.
This program was considered successful last year and our task
force leader feels we will again be conducting these seminars.
major goal is to change teacher behavior in the classroom.

The

Groups

of teachers meet with one or two leaders for seminar sessions for
a total of 32 hours.

It is felt that the project needs re-designing,

refocusing and to be broader than the original one.

Early Childhood Education
The Early Childhood Education Project includes youngsters from
three years old through first grade in a "school rt situation.

It is an
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exemplary program and one which can provide ample opportunity for
involvement in working with curriculum, teachers, and children.

McHenry School In-Service Project
The goals for this project are too broaden the base of EIDSU
operation, field test SPICE and other techniques and to relate the
operation to Learning Systems II.

Each participant will have 40

hours dealing with team teaching, small group work, human relations,
and games dealing with self-concept feedback.

Non-gradedness in the

elementary is a later goal.

Taba In-Service
This program will be concerned with teachers of the elementary
school, especially in social studies area.

It is the implementation

of teaching strategies which develop children I s thinking leading to
concept information, interpretation of data leading to generalization
and application of principles.

Deciders
This program has been conducted once this fall but it is hoped
that it can be again with interested lay people.

The program pro-

vides the opportunity for adults to acquire and utilize special skills
for communicating with teenagers and helping them analyze and make
decisions about the realm of questions with which teenagers are concerned.

The first workshop had counselors as participants.
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Staff Development
It is the responsibility of the Training Task Force to provide

a continuous program for staff development, openness and satisfactory
communication between staff members.

Staff meetings will be planned

monthly with emphasis on activities that strive to meet these objectives.

Development of Elementary Testing Schedule and Seminars for Teachers
in Casey.
This 1s a project I assumed the responsibility in organizing and
administering at the request of the superintendent from Casey.

I

have met with the elementary principal and guidance staff at the secondary school to coordinate plans with them.

It will be my responsibility

to administer group tests to children and meet with teachers to assist
in interpretation of test scores.

CONCLUSION
In the overview presented, it has been impossible to give specific
objectives, complete details, clearly defined responsibilities and even
a detailed activity involvement listing.

It is my perception, however,

that working with the Training Task Force and doing tasks not specifically associated with it, that my year will have varied experiences that
will be enlightening, challenging, enriching and rewarding.
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INS IGHI' GAINED THUS FAR

by

Barbara L. Owens

.,
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INSIGHT GAINED THUS FAR

The internship has provided me with an opportunity to change my edutional role completely.

As a classroom teacher, one perceives he can

ep abreast and informed of recent trends in education but after several
nths as an administrative intern, it becomes evident that it is next to
possible to view the total perspective of the educational system from a
ass room domain.
This experience has made me acutely aware of the need for outstanding
ucational leadership if a school is going to afford its students the best
ssible educational opportunities; equfpping them with skills for living
ii

the future.
J

Through the various activities in·which I have been involved, I have
ined rn~ny insights, ~ome of which are listed below.
Weekly Intern Seminars:
1.

Provocative discussions dealing with varied aspects of the field

administration have broadened my knowledge and visions of the entire
~a.

2.

Various philosophies and views concerning administrative responsi-

Lities provide a broad base from which to develop one's own philosophy.
3.

These sessions have provided an excellent opportunity for the in-

~ns, who have wide and divergent background and experiences, to share
~ir philosophies, experiences, problems, aspirations, and knowledgec-; with .,
~h other.
Daily Contactt with Interns;
1.

Because we have worked so closely together and shared the same

~ice, daily discussions of activities, opinions about decisions made and
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I

lervations of types of leadership have proved to be beneficial in gain~

insights in many facets of education.
~

I

2.
~
I

opportunity to share our experiences, recognize our strengths and our

~kness~s and develop our capabilities through constant encouragement to

fph

other.
3.

I

Bringing together interns from diverse backgrounds has affored us1

·

Working so closely as a group has enabled us to more quickly admit

ir failures and short comings and do something about them
Daily Contacts with Staff and Other Professionals:

I

.

1.

These contacts and associations have provided an opportunity to be

1volved in decision making as well as'observing and evaluating decisions
iat have been made.
I

2.

Being in a new role, that oth~r than a classroom teacher, has

~wn me how much affect administrators have on all facets of the educational
1

·stem.
. Specific Activity Involvement:
1.

Participating in specific activities has enabled me to try new

lliL'-cttegies, techniques, and decisions related to a leadership role.
2.

Working with others on specific activities has been valuable in

pat insights have been gained concerning characteristics qf specific
l
~·uup members that impede progress or facilitate it.
3.

Confidence has been gained in accepting leadership responsibil-

lfies.
Visitation of Various Programs;
I

1.

New methods of teaching have been observed and evaluated.

I

2.

Discussion of various school policies has provided me with much

~w knowledge and many provocative throughts.
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A MODEL DEVELOPED FOR THE INTRODUCTION, IMPLEMENTATION
AND THE EVALUATION OF THE TABA IN-SERVICE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
FOR A STUDY CONCERNING "THE IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF
TEACHING VARIABLES WHICH DETER THE ADOPTION OF TABA CURR! CUL UM"

January, 1969
by
Bar bar a L. Owens
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INTRODUCTION
The problems of today's curriculum development and implementation are many and varied.

One of the most important of these

is the explosion of knowledge.

The curriculum, already over-

crowded, has had and is having a vast array of ideas added to it
each year.

To encompass expanding knowledge without aggravating

the problems of coverage, it is necessary to make a new selection
of content.

Otherwise, additions of content without deletions

will dilute what is being offered.
The curriculum must simultaneously build a more sophisticated
understanding of the world, use a greater range of knowledge, be
applicable to pupils having a greater range of abilities, and
deal with expanding content.
Independent thinking has long been among the main objectives
of the curriculum.

Presumably the chief business of education is

to teach the children to think.

Thinking has long been treated

as a global process encompassing everything that goes on in the
head, from day-dreaming to creating the concept of thermodynamics.
Even the most serious educational thinkers have failed to
distinguish between (a) the elements of thinking or the basic
skills of which thinking is composed and (b) strategies of thought
such as problem solving.
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Dr. Hilda Taba, throughout her life, was interested primarily
in how children learn and in developing curricula that served the
basic needs of children, teachers, and society.

Through her efforts

the Taba In-Service Education Program -- Teaching Strategies for
Developing Children's Thinking - - evolved.

This program, speci-

fically designed for teachers of social studies, is such that it provides
classroom teachers with insights into how children learn to think and
provides opportunities for using teaching strategies which will help
children develop certain thinking skills.

Although the program was

especially prepared for use with social studies, the processes involved
also are applicable to other content areas.
This investigator concurs with the opinions of those who have
developed the Taba curriculum which is addressed to multiple objectives that are applicable to not only social studies for which the curriculum was specifically designed, but to all subject matter areas.
There are four categories of objectives which are dealt with:
knowledge; (2) thinking;

(1) basic

(3) attitudes, feelings, and sensitivities, and

( 4) skills.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
This investigator will establish an in-service training program
concerning the introduction, implementation and the evaluation of the
Taba curriculum in a school district in the ten county area which the
Eastern Illinois Development and Service Unit serves.

The investigator
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will be directly concerned with the identification and analysis of teaching variables which deter the adoption of the Taha curriculum.

Objectives
The basic objective for this study is to de sign and implement
an in- service training program and determine the efforts it has on
teacher acceptance or rejection.

To accomplish the basic objective,

the following are proposed as sub-objectives:
1.

Provide a model which can be used in various subject

matter areas to incorporate new teaching strategies and simultaneously examine the variables which deter its adaption.
2.

To develop an awareness among the participants to change

their teaching strategies to meet needs of the present day students.
3.

To provide an opportunity for teachers to practice new

teaching techniques in a secure environment.
4.

To foster better communication skills between teacher,

student and administrators.
5.

To evaluate objectively and subjectively the adoption or

rejection of implementing the new curriculum.

Procedures
This curriculum can be easily adapted to subject matter areas
other than social studies.

This model, however, will be presented

to teachers in elementary school grades three to six and teachers
at the junior high level in the areas of social studies studies and
language arts.
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A two day awareness activity is to be included in a SPICE
program to be conducted in eight schools in the area.

This will

include teachers of junior high level in the subject areas of
social studies and language arts.

Through this two day awareness

activity, the target population for the actual eighteen week
program will be more readily identified.
For the first semester, it will be the task of this investigator
to develop an in-service training program which will be field
tested and evaluated the second semester.

The first semester's

work will include a finished model with planned sessions to serve
as a guide for all leaders who conduct future in-service training
programs with the Taba In-Service Education Programs.
The second semester will be directly related to the introduction, implementation and evaluation.

A paper will be submitted at

the end of second semester concerned with TTThe Identification and
Analysis of Teaching Variables which Deter the Adaption of the
Taba Curriculum.TT

This investigator's specific objective is to

evaluate not the model itself, but the variables which influences
whether or not the teachers actually implement the new curriculum.
IDENTIFICATION OF TARGET POPULATION
Upon completion of the two-day awareness workshop the target
population for the study will be identified using the following
criteria:
1.

Interest indicated by teachers in participating in the
awarenes$ activity.
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2.

Response to the possibility of this program in their particular
school by the superintendents.

3.

The geographic area which is to be served.

4.

Cooperativeness of the schools in programs such as this in
the past.

Approach to Superintendents
After a subjective evaluation of the information concerning feasible cites for the program has been considered, approaches will be
made to the superintendents and to the teachers.

A personal contact

with the superintendent will be made for the purpose of making him
aware of what opportunities an in-service program such as this will
afford his teachers and students.
reasons:

His support is necessary for many

1) helping to select teachers, 2) selection of participating

schools in his districts, 3) willingness to release teachers from
daily responsibilities, 4) providing available space for meeting and
5) releasing students from regular classes to participate in some of
the sessions.

Approach to Teachers
Teachers who indicated an interest in being included in the sessions
will be considered as possible participants.

The superintendent will

also be requested to suggest teachers he thinks would be interested
and would profit from the experience.

Also, an effort will be made to

publicize the program and elicit participants who find it particularly
appealing.
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Identification of Participants
For the eighteen week session twelve teachers of various
grade levels, representing one school district but, if possible
at least two schools in the district will become the target
population.
DESIGN OF ACTUAL SESSIONS
Battery of Tests
Once the target population is identified the investigator
will administer a battery of tests to the participants.
tests will include a series that measure degree
flexibility and ability to change.

These

creativity,

The Edwards Personality

Preference Schedule, an instrument which measures variables of
the participants' personality and needs will be administered to
the teachers in the program.
The Flanders Interaction Matrix will be used to measure the
degree of interaction between participants during the sessions.
Development of Model
A model for the eighteen week session has been developed
incorporating all the materials available in the complete Taba
In-Service Education Program model.
TEACHER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM
Follow-up by

ders from EIDSU

Upon completion of the training session, assistance will be
provided for implementation in individual classes.

A follow up
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program will be available for participants to insure an existing
relationship of interest and concern in the program, teacher
implementation and student acceptance and reaction.
EVALUATION PROCEDURES FOR STUDY
Post Testing
Post testing of participants will be done to determine if
there is any distinct changes in variables indicated in pretesting
on the tests measuring flexibility.
An In-depth Interview
Subjective evaluations will also be considered regarding
evaluations from teachers, leaders and administrators involved
in the program.
At the conclusion of the training program all of the
participants will be interviewed to determine whether or not
they will implement the program in the fall.
SUMMARY
The objective for preparing a final action research paper
concerned with "The Identification and Analysis of Teaching
Variables which Deter the Adoption of the Taba Curriculum'' will
be completed at the end of the second semester.
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Outline of Two Day Taba In-Service
Education Program
FIRST SESSION
A.

Introduction

B.

Demonstration with Youngsters by Leader

C.

Presentation of Related Factual Material

D.

Application to Individual Teachers' Content Material

SECOND SESSION
A.

Teachers Working with Students

B.

Video Tapes of Practice Using New Concepts

C.

Evaluation
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INTRODUCTION
Presentation of Related Factual Material
Through many years of experience, Dr. Taba came to the
realization that curriculum innovation would be short-lived and
often emasculated unless teachers were provided opportunities
with the following needs.
Transparency #1
A.

The need to understand that learning experiences serve

for both mastery of content and development of specifiable mental
processes.
B.

The need to know how to substitute specific selections

of content that serve the same pedagogical functions, so that
teachers can adapt a curriculum to the varying needs of their
students.
C.

The need for teachers to know how to adjust the pacing

of cognitive processes according to the range of abilities in their
groups.
D.

The need to alter some present teaching strategies rather

radically; the need to learn to formulate and to use open-ended
questions, instead of depending on expository and prescriptive
teaching, and to plan developmental learning sequences.
E.

The need to master the skill of diagnosing student feed-

back (data from discussions, writing, and research) in terms of
mastering both content ideas and cognitive skills.
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In attempting to fulfill such needs and to provide teachers
with a theoretical understanding of curriculum development and
knowledge of a variety of teaching techniques, Dr.

pra

Taba had four general objectives:
Transparency #2
A.

To create a well-structured, yet open-ended, program

that school districts can implement using

their own training

leaders from within their own district.
B.

To create a program that utilizes, insofar as possible,

inductive teaching methods that approximate those that the
participating teachers will use in their own classrooms.
C.

To create a program that makes

possible for teachers

to understand and implement any inductive process-oriented curriculum.
D.

To create a program that emphasizes generic teaching

strategies that are transferable to other subject matter areas,
such as English, science, or mathematics.
The teaching strategies are neither

revolutionary or new.

They represent techniques that effective teachers have often used,
but not always understood as far as purpose and function are
concerned.

The objectives for teachers for the program are the

following:
Transparency #3
A.

To state the purpose and functions for each of the

cognitive tasks used in the program.
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B.

To state the purpose of a discussion and organize a

discussion possibilities plan for each cognitive task both from
content provided in the program and from content selected
independently.
C.

To utilize a variety of means for organizing classroom

groups for effective retrieval of information.
D.

To conduct a discussion in his classroom using the

questioning strategies appropriate to the task.
E.

To evaluate his discussion to identify explicitly the

function of each question used and to assess specific areas of
success and difficulty.
F.

To utilize feedback from students to revise particular

teaching strategies and to state the reasons for such revisions.
G.

To identify and utilize particular criteria and techniques

for evaluating concepts and generalizations formulated by his
students.
H.

To identify the type of content and the specific objectives

and functions of each learning experience in a process curriculum
unit.
I.

To identify and select appropriate opportunities to use

each of the teaching strategies in the program.
In an effort to arrive at learnable and teachable aspects of
thinking, three cognitive tasks will be considered:
1.

Concept formation, or the organization of an aggregate of
information into a system of groups and classes;

2.

interpreting data, and inferring and generalizing; and
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3.

applying known concepts, generalizations, and data for
hypothesizing or constructing a theory.
CONCEPT FORMATION

Concept formation is the first of the three thinking tasks
that Hilda Taba identified as appropriate for systematic development with children.

This development is stimulated and guided by

the teacher through the use of particular question sequences and
teaching strategies.

The strategies make it possible for the

teacher to analyze more effectively the level of concept development and to encourage children to seek out new and more flexible
relationships by developing their abilities to list, group, and
classify information.
Concept Formation
Transparency #4
Overt Activity

Covert Mental Operation

Eliciting Question

1.

Enumeration
listing

Differentiation

What did you see?
hear? note?

2.

Grouping

Identifying common
properties; abstracting

What belongs
together? On
what criterion?

3.

Labelling,
categorizing,
subsuming

Determine the hierarchical
order of items. Superand sub-ordination

How would you call
these groups?
What belongs under
what?

INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Interpretation of data is the second thinking task.

In this

task students learn the intellectual processes involved in making
inferences and formulating generalizations from information they
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have obtained.

As was the case with concept formation, teachers

help students develop these skills by means of particular question
sequences and teaching strategies.
Interpretation of Data
Transparency #5
Overt Activity

Covert Mental Operation

Eliciting Question

1.

Identifying
points

Differentiation

What did you note?
see? find?

2.

Explaining
items of
identified
information

Relating points to each
other. Determining cause
and effect relationships.
Recognizing limitations of
data.

Why did so-and-so
happen?

3.

Making
inferences,
generalizations.

Going beyond what is given. What does this mean?
Finding implications,
What picture does it
extrapolating.
create in your mind?
What would you conclude?
APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLE

The third cognitive task is that of applying what one knows
in order to explain new phenomena, to predict consequences from
known phenomena or to make hypothesis about causes and consequences,
to build theories.
Application of Principles
Transparency #6
Overt Activity
1.

Predicting
consequences.
Explaining
unf arniliar
phenomena.
Hypothesizing

Covert Mental Operation

Eliciting Question

Analyzing the nature of
the problem or situation.
Retrieving relevant
knowledge

What would happen
if ••• ? What idea
might account for ••• ?
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Overt Activity

Covert Mental Operation

Eliciting Question

2.

Explaining,
supporting the
predictions and
hypotheses

Determining the causal
links leading to prediction or hypothesis

Why do you think
this would happen?

3.

Verifying the
prediction

Using logical methods or
factual knowledge to
determine necessary and
sufficient conditions

What would it take
for so-and-so to
be true or probably
true? Or not true?
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MODEL FOR INTRODUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF TABA IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAM
The planned eighteen sessions utilize all the materials
provided by the Hilda Taba In-service Education Program but have
been modified to some extent to meet the needs and objectives of
this specific program.
The target population will include twelve teachers from
various grade levels preferably three through six.

One school

district will be selected, but preferably at least two schools
will be represented.

The program will consist of eighteen sessions

two hours in length.
The general outline below will be followed:
I.

Two session awareness activity.

II.

Identifying target population.

III.

IV.

V.
VI.
VII.

A.

Approach to superintendents

B.

Approach to teachers.

c.

Identify participants.

Introduction of content material.
A.

Concept formation.

B.

Interpretation of data.

C.

Generalization and generalizing process.

Evaluation.
A.

Materials presented.

B.

Practice in using new teaching strategies.

Application and Implementation in Individual Classrooms.
Follow-up.
Summary of Findings and Evaluation.
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INITIAL SESSION
First Hour:
Generalized corrununication skills The objective for the first hour would provide the twelve
participants with the experiences that would enable them to know
each group member better, experience cohesiveness in the group
endeavor, realize that each has individual identity within the
group and to establish a conducive climate for all of the sessions.
This would be accomplished by:
a.

teachers in pairs participating in a non-verbal corrununication exercise

b.

groups of three or four doing an exercise in openness

c.

a simulation activity involving the entire group

Second Hour:
a.

Background overview using basically Unit A of Taba Inservice Education Program.

b.

Discussion

what is concept formation?

c.

Discussion - how can these new teaching strategies be
helpful to me in my classroom?
SESSION 'IWO

Content Area:

Concept Formation

Using material provided in the manual for content.
a.

Begin session with corrununication exercise and sensitizing
experience.
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b.

Use primarily discussion possibilities model A-H.
1.

Group teachers in pairs using an analysis worksheet
A-l-2A.

2.

Bring together for discussion of analysis worksheet
and type of questions asked.

(Detail work)

Use

with discussion possibility model.
3.
c.

Optional to participants would be analysis model A-l-2B.

Break group into grade levels for films.
1.

Film - Concept Formation Level - third and fourth
grade teachers.

2.

Film - Concept Formation Intermediate Level - fifth
and sixth grade teachers.

3.
d.

Discussion of films involving all participants.

Closing activity.
Assign:

third and fourth grade teachers -

"A Day with Hanau, A Hopi Indian Boy"
Assign:

fifth and sixth grade teachers -

"The Arapech"
SESSION 'IHREE
Content Area:
A.

Concept Formation

Film - "Theory on Concept Formation" featuring Anthony
McNaughton.

B.

Discussion of film dividing group into three teams.

C.

Entire group use Discussion Possibilities Model.
into two groups and identify coleaders.

Break
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D.

Individual activity or option to work in pairs.

Use

discussion possibility worksheet relating it to specific
grade level.
E.

Leaders assist where help is desired.
Assign:

Use your own discussion possibilities model
developed in session or do another one.

Use it

in individual classroom using focusing and
supporting questions.

Bring your own model back

to class next session.
SESSION FOUR
Working with Students:
A.

Leader demonstrate using six to eight children going
through entire experience with students.

B.

Video tape.

Discussion of lesson - participants use discussion
possibilities worksheet.

C.

Individual presentation concerning teacher's models used
in individual classroom during the week.

D.

Summarization sheet involving all participants A-12-1.

E.

Discuss summary of concept formation.
Assign:

Develop and implement a follow-up lesson in
individL1cal classroom.
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SESSION FIVE
Content Area:

Interpretation of Data

A.

Communication activity.

B.

Individual sharing of experiences in classroom with
concept formation.

C.

Introduce background information concerning interpretation of data.

D.

Break into grade level groups for films.
1.

Third and fourth grade participants 11

2.

Interpretation of Data at Primary Level.

TT

Fifth and sixth grade participants 11

Interpretation of Data at Intermediate Level.

E.

Use observation sheets for films.

F.

Large group discussion of films.

G.

Closing activity - teachers problem clinic.
Assign:

TT

TTPrerevolutionary Immigration to America"

SESSION SIX
Content Area:
A.

Interpretation of Data

Use sensitizing experience for interpretation found in
leaders model.
Participants also use:
Discussion possibilities model B-11-B
Analysis worksheet B-12-A
Analysis model B-12-B
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B.

Large group work together on developing a discussion
possibilities using children ts story TTTchambuli. TT

C.

Divide into grade levels in three or four groups to
refine Discussion Possibilities.

D.

Large group activity - share refinements, how questions
would be done and how

E.

improvements can be made.

Closing activity in communications.
SESSION SEVEN

Content area:
A.

Interpretation of Data

Provide an opportunity at each grade level to practice
using a discussion possibilities worksheet.
Work individually or in pairs.

B.

Working individually or in pairs develop something that
is applicable to individual classroom and implement it
before the next session.

C.

Work together on B-4-5 Evaluation sheet for interpretation
of data tryout.

D.

Activity in communication and openness.
SESSION EIGHT

Content Area:
A.

'Ihought Process

Individual reports and video tapes of assignment for
individual class.

B.

Leaders discussion on the analysis of the thought process.

C.

Panel discussion concerning teacher roles in discussion time would be made available for participant reaction and
comment.
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D.

Entire group work on analysis worksheet concerning
children's selection
"The forgotten village. 11

Consider the following:

a.

teacher purpose

b.

thought level teacher seeks

c.

thought

level pupil gives

E.

Continued discussion on the analysis of thinking process.

F.

Evaluation of sessions thus far, feedback from teachers.
SESSION NINE

Content Area:
A.

Generalizations

Use discussion possibilities worksheets for various
grade levels concerned with generalizations working in
pairs.

B.

Present Anthony McNaughton's film

11

Generalizations and the

Generalizing Process. 11

c.

Group discussion of the film.

D.

Participants work with small groups of students using
possibilities worksheet B-7 and story "Post-revolutionary
immigration to America. 11

E.

Reports and evaluations from participants.
SESSION TEN

Content Area:
A.

Retrieval Charts

Film for entire group

11

Planning and Building a Retrieval

Chart. 11
B.

Panel discussion of film with reactions from the group.
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C.

Divide into small groups for sensitizing experience
suggested in manual.

D.

Review discussion possibilities model and its relation to
retrieval charts.

E.

Work in grade levels to practice sitting up retrieval
charts.

F.

Use sheet for retrieval chart activity.
SESSION ELEVEN

Content Area:
A.

Generalizations and the Generalizing Process

Use analysis worksheet on generalizations and the
generalizing process.

B.

Participants work with analysis models B-10-1-a and
B-10-1-B.

C.

Film:

Students Evaluate 'Til.eir <Mn Generalizations.

D.

Small group discussion of films.

Develop plan for

students in individual classes to evaluate their own
generalizations.
E.

Summary of interpretation of data task by leaders.
SESSION 'IWELVE

Content Area:
A.

Interpretations of Feelings and Attitudes

Use unit suggested in manual.
1.

Sensitizing experience for interpretation of feelings
and attitudes.

2.

Use discussion possibilities model.
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B.

Work in small groups on as individuals in setting up
discussion possibilities for interpretation of feelings
and attitudes.

C.

Continue teacher problem clinic.
Discussions as communication activity.
SESSION THIRTEEN

Content Area:
A.

Interpretation of Feelings and Attitudes

Large group activity - role playing an activity would be
initiated to deal with the interpretation of feelings and
attitudes.

B.

Sensitizing experience suggested in manual on role playing
would be used in small groups.

C.

All of participants use worksheets on interpretation of
feelingsand attitudes.

D.

Film:

"Role Playing for Social Values"

E.

Discussion of film.

F.

Review in small groups the evaluation sheet for role playing
tryouts.

G.

In large group conduct an evaluation session on participants'
needs.
SESSION FOURTEEN

Content Area:
A.

Complete Review

This session would be a complete review of materials
covered thus far:
1.

concept formation
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B.

2.

interpretation of data

3.

generalizing and generalizations

4.

interpretation of feelings and attitudes

5.

role playing

Buzz sessions with participants leading the group will
also be used in evaluation.

SESSION FIFTEEN
Content Area:
A.

Application of Generalizations

Background information and theory concerning application
of generalizations presented by leader.

B.

Group will view film

11

Application of Generalizations"

and will use observation sheet with film.

c.

Reacting panel discussion of film will be conducted by
participants.

D.

In small groups or pairs the participants will use the
sensitizing activity, analysis worksheet and analysis
model provided in the manual.

SESSION SIXTEEN
Content Area:
A.

Generalizations

Leaders demonstrate application of generalizations with
group of students.

B.

This session would be video taped.

Participants evaluate session and review video tape if
necessary.

C.

Use evaluation sheets for application of generalizations
tryout.
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D.

Teachers, individually or with some grade level, plan
their own application of generalization model.
Assign:

Implement plan with individual classes.
SESSION SEVENTEEN

Content Area:
A.

Summary and Generalizations

Discussion of Classroom activities the past week.

Review

video tapes.
B.

Summary of application of generalization task.

C.

Role play in small groups each area studied.

D.

Closing Activity.
SESSION EIGHTEEN

Content Area:

Summary

A.

Communication Activity.

B.

Work with teachers individually on implementation of
programsin individual classroom.

C.

Arrangements made for follow up and past testing session.

D.

Feedback session from participants.
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APPENDIX C
Tests and Questionnaires to be Administered
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TESTS AND QUESTIONNAIRES TO BE
ADMINISTERED TO THE PARTICIPANTS
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
Myers-Briggs Personality Test
Style of Teaching Inventory
In Depth Questionnaire developed by the Center for the Advanced
Study of Educational Administration, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oregon
Organizational Tasks Questionnaire developed by the Center for
the Advanced Study of Educational Administration
Flanders Interaction Matrix
Personal Growth Inventory developed by Michael Blansfield and
Gordon L. Lippitt
Role Perception based on definitions taken from the "social process
theory 11 by Getzels
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PROJECT SPICE, 1969

One of the new developments in the SPICE Project for inservice
training is a program organized especially for social studies teachers
at the upper elementary and junior high level.

1.

It has four purposes:

To change and improve teaching behavior through both process
and content-oriented activities.

2.

To assist professionals in objective self-assessment.

3.

To help professionals improve their skills in communicating
with one another and with their students.

4.

To provide a workshop situation in which teachers can familiarize themselves with and implement in their classrooms.
a.

thinking strategies, as organized in the Taha Social
Studies Program.

b.

techniques in solving social problems and dealing with
value dilemmas as organized in the Deciders Program.

c.

simulation activities.

The program will be offered to 6 - 9 junior high social studies
teachers from 2 or 3 school districts for a series of 8 meetings.
meeting will be l /2 day in length, preferably mornings.

Each

In addition

to the teacher participants at least three meetings ~ill involve students
and one will include other adults.
serve as leaders.

Staff members from E. I. D.S. U. will

Those who are available for leadership are:

June
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Bouknight, Don Henderson, Jim Andrews, JoAnn Brown, Barbara
Owens, Alice Christmas and Betty Lou Cole.

Tentative SPICE Program for Inservice Training:
Week #1 Self Assessment and Communication
Week #2

Continuation of Self Assessment and Communication

Week #3

Taba Social Studies Model

Week #4 Taba Social Studies Model Continuation
Week #5

The Deciders Communications Model

Week #6 Simulation of a Teaching Strategy
Week #7 Simulation Models
Week #8

Communication Skills
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CURIOSITY (SPICE)

Themes:
Self
Others
Group (Family)
Organization - (Multi-group)
County
State
Nation
World
Universe

I.

Self
Activity #1

1.

Write out a definition of curiosity (10 min.)
a.

Activity #2

Use specific examples in definition.

2.

Post on board - share definitions (20 min.)

1.

Brainstorm things we are curious to find out
about ourselves (15 min.)

2.

Pair with adult-student (one leaders stage out).
Share ideas expressed during brainstorming
session.

3.

(5 min.)

One person initiates questions - ask other person
about self.
a.

(10 min. )

Tape and play back.
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Activity #3

1.

Rotate people until everyone has questioned
everyone else,
a,

Each new cycle should include a sharing of
new things discovered about self during
interview.

Activity #4

1.

Sit alone - talk to tape about things still
curious about in self.

Activity #'5

1.

Brainstorm what things people are curious about
in themselves.

Activity #6

1.

Write out a definition of curiosity.
examples.

2.

Post and share.

Use specific
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LS II - SPICE Developmental Materials

Exploration of Feelings and Emotions

I.

Objectives
A.

To explore feelings and emotions, involving a mix of people students, teachers, other adults - leading toward better understanding and communication across generations.

B.

To provide opportunities for expression and examination of
feelings in a variety of simulated situations, leading to a more
coherent and logical decision-making process.

II.

Who will be involved?
A.

Participants - 3 teachers, 3 adults, 6 students, 1 leader.

B.

Specifications - 3 teachers from summer program, 3 adults
from their community or communities, 6 students from same,
1 leader from EIDSU.

III.

Why have this activity?
Our decisions are made on the basis of past experiences, our
feelings of the moment, the advice of others, expediency, thinking, a problem solving method, a combination of these procedures,
etc.

An exploration of feelings and their influence on us, others

and decision - making seems reasonable.
The student brings his feelings to the classroom, as does the
teacher.

Parents and other adults share their feelings about students,
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teachers, schools, school relationships.

What influence do

these feelings, and the behavior caused by them, have on the
decision-making processes which affect the school?
What might happen if feelings are explored - if Teacher
X knows that Student F is hostile because Teacher Y was irritated with the world this morning - or if students and adults
work together in exploring their feelings about one another or if we begin to understand how our feelings about a person color
our judgments and our verbal interchanges with him?

IV, Activities (summary)
A.

Feelings: a Game

B.

The Game of Situations

C.

Work and Decision-Making Activity

D.

Wind-up

IV. A.
1.

Activity 1 -· Feelings: A Game
The group of 12 is divided into pairs, 1 adult and 1 student to
a pair.

Each pair has another pair with whom they work.

(Pairs 1-B and 1-A work together, etc.)
2.

Each pair draws 2 cards (1 to a person).
on each card.

There is one word

These are: (Duplicates of each word, making

44 cards)
Anger
Sorrow
Love
Indifference

Frustration
Failure
Hostility
Rejection
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Mischief
Hate
Sympathy
Empathy
Confusion
Tenderness
Compassion

Success
Pleasantness
Joy
Dread
Awe
Disgust
Resentment

No one shows his card to anyone else at this time.
3.

After the card selection, one member of each pair works
with one member of his cooperating pair.

They discuss

methods to be used in presenting the 2 words they have to
the other 2 people.

They may use role playing, pantomim-

ing or any verbal or non-verbal communication.

Two rules

are that no form of the word presented may be used and they
must express some feeling.

The players who are watching

the presentation take turns in guessing and the person who
gives the proper word gains a point for his team (pair).
After the word is guessed the other 2 people pre sent a word
and the process of presentation is then alternated.
4.

The team which has the most points wins.

In case of tie, one

more word is selected and the presentation follows.

The win-

ning pair wins a prize (or a blue ribbon).
5.

Not only do the members try to gain the most points, but they
try to make meaningful presentations so their partners can
gain a point.
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6.

After the word game, the entire group comes together to
discuss their feelings about the presentations and working
with one another.
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DEVELOPMENTAL MATERIAL FOR L.S.II
to be field tested through SPICE
P.T.A. Meetings

Objectives:
1,

More effective and meaningful communicati::ms
among parents, teachers, students and other
adults.

2.

Improved decision making capacity of participants through mutual learning experiences.

3.

Exploration of future problems and an understanding of the demands and inevitability of
change.

Specifications
1.

Background and rati::male

2.

Introducing program ta P.T.A.

3.

Giving instructions to sb.ldents

4.

Training teachers in the skills required

5.

Evaluating the product

Background & Rationale
Parent-teacher groups are primarily organized because of a mutual interest -- youth welfare. Very often,
however, sincere efforts and goad intentions of adults ta
mold the behavior of young people in order to impose ::>rder
and continuity on our society often take a zealous f::>rm of
numerous rules and procedures.
Young people, then begin to
feel that they have few rights, J:ii ttle or no freedom ta choose,
no privacy, and no ear that will listen to what they have to
say. Adults s::>metimes interpret the expressive efforts ::>f
youth ta be heard as lack of respect. The result is conflict,
and the response ::>f youth is often reluctant conformity, passive resistance or overt rebellion.
If the generation gap is t::> be closed even alittle
and if there is ta be hope f::>r a better future society then
new behavior will be required of adults as well as the young.
The series ::>f activities which f::>llaws will be of little avail
unless all participants are willing ta change.
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1.

Teacher assess their own adult attitudes.

2.

Teacher introduces simulation game to students,
obtains volunteer-protesters, and make signs.

3.

Teacher conducts simulation and panel discussion
at P.T.A. meeting.

4.

Teacher introduces Episode I to students.

5.

Teacher conducts micro-teaching Episode I, with
parents, students and other adults, at P.T.A.
meeting.

6.

Other teacher or other adult administers Style
of Teaching Inventory to teachers 1 class.

7.

Teachers present data from nstyle of Teaching
Inventory' 1 to P. T. A. group, conducts fishbowl seminar.
Distributes 11Adult Inventory' 1 blanks to those
who what feedback.

8.

Teacher conducts feedback session with adult
volunteer using ' 1Adult Behavior Inventory' 1 ,
conducts non-verbal exercise.

9.

Teacher works with students on simplified version of Force Field Analysis.

10.

Teacher conducts problem-solving session at
P.T.A. Meeting using Force Field Analysis.

11.

Evaluation by total group

12.

Plan of Action for future program sequences.

ACTIVITY ONE
Adult Attitudes
Beforeyou proceed with activities, you should discuss your pos.itive and negative feelings about the approach
with at least two teachers, two parents (P.T.A. president)
and/or two other adults. Before starting the discussion,
these steps, done first, will help.
1.

Take the inventory below

2.

Combine the results with the other adults involved, placing the summaries in front of
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Inventory

:::,..,
i:::

()

1.

Students and adults sh::mld listen to each '
other about matte:r.s which annoy and alienate
them from one another.

2.

Adults should listen to young people and show
they understand by re-stating or paraphrasing
what each child has said.

3.

Students should learn to make responsible decisions more quickly than schools now prepare them for.

4.

Adults need to be more open and more trusting of young people.

5.

StudentsT right to dissent must be protected.

6.

Young people must have opportunity for close
personal relationships with adults.

7.

Students should be included in planning educational and socia]_ change.

8.

Students should have opportunity in school to
discuss freely any topic that concerns them.

9.

All instructional activities should be examined for meaning and relevance to the real
world of youth.

10.

Parents, teachers, students, and other adults
sh:::iuld work together to help sch:::iols cope
with problems of the future.
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Activity Two
Simulation Protest Group
In this activity students will demonstrate at a P.T.A.
meeting. Only the parents of the students involved, participating teachers and the P. T. A. president will know
about the simulation.
To be effective as a teaching strategy, simulation must
meet at least two requil ements: ( 1) it must be c::mtemp::::ir·ary
in emphasis and focus, (2) it must present a situation that
is relevant to the lives of the participants.
0

Instructions:

(Prior to P.T.A. meeting)

1.

Select student v::::ilunteers for protesters.

2.

Have students make protest signs. (Group may
brainstorm ar1d agree on best protest signs.)
Discuss protest strategy.

3.

R:Jle.-play P:r.A. meeting with pro·testers.

4.

Discuss role-playing activities.

Activity Three
First P.T.A. Meeting
Protesters -- students of mixed grade levels.
Students may chang 11\;Je Shall Overc::::ime 11 ::::ir an original protest song.
Game administrat:::,rs -- 1 teacher, l other adult
Observers to give feedback -- teachers, adults, students
Activity -- StudE'?:nts march ar:JLmd meeting group carrying a
variety :::if "pr·)test signs" exemplory of generati::m gap pr:)blem.
(Students are given materials to make their :)WD signs
before meeting.)
Ajults
Don't
Listen! !

No Vlice in
Decisi::ms that
Govern :)Ur
Live,3 ! ! !
€ r a ~.- .i
'.3o.rne r·Jn
---------

:)}I

Scho::il is
for the
Birds!!!

s:

Some Decisions to be make by P.T.A. gr)up:
Sh:)UJd we thrJw students out'?
Sh

111 ·: ,-.::i

r,7n

~ r"'Y)

,--.-rr::::i

t-hprr1,."'?

D:)wn with
Miseducation! ! !

Our nbag"
is the
TT Future! ! ! "
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-5Sh:::mld we let them be heard? etc.
Will s:::ime adults walk ::mt?
Group must make a decision. ab:::iut h:::iw t:::i handle pr:,testers.
Some student decisi:::ins:
Shall we march in silence?
Should we SIT-in?
WiJl we resist if they try t:::i put us :::iut?
What will we cb if they ign:::ire us?
What will we say and h :::iw will we say it if they decj de t:::i?
Ann:::iunce t) gr :::iup that protesters were role-playing.
Participants receive "feedback 11 ;:;n the consequences Jf their
acti:::ins ( 2 teachers and 2 adults).
What kinds :::if stimuli can the game aclministrators inject at
intervals?
After simulati::m:
V:::ilunteer panel of students and adults discuss:
What did we learn?
H'.'lw did y::m feel?
What side were you :::in? Why?
What did we d:::i?
What did we want to d:::i?
Diel y:::iu feel h:::istile? Why?
What were the c:.,nsequences :::if y:::iur decisi::.ms?

Activity F:::iur
Intr:::iduce Epis :::ide I t:::i Students.
M:::ist teachers assume that students are fairly :::ipen
and free with them. A little exercise usually will sh:::iw this
not t:::i be s:::i. The exercise c:::insists :if asking students t:::i list
on the blackb:::iard all of the topics that they discuss but kn:::iw
are 11 Jf f limits 11 with teachE?rs. Answering off 1 limit questi:::ins
is a very effective way t:::i help builcJ a trusting relati::mship.
HJw would y::m answer these questi:)ns s::i that more
trust w:::mld be established?
(l)
( 2)
( :'.5)

( 4)

DJ you
DJ y:::iu
D:) y:=iu
Who cb

smoke?
spank y::mr· ::iwn children?
ever swear?
you like best in this c]-ass?
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On the vide.::, tape or film, watch as a teacher practices Episode
I, first by r::ile playing, then with students. D::> ~pis::ide I
with a small gr::iup of students.

Activity five
Sec::ind P.T.A. Meeting

Epis:Jde I

Epis :x3e I with Parent, Teachers, and Student
Activity:
A.

Have students list ::m chalkb::iarcl t::>pics that
they talk ab::iu t, but kn::iw are TT::,ff-limi ts TT
with teachers, parents and other adults.

B.

Divide into small crr::iups
D::i Episode I with a parent as interviewer, a
teacher or other adult and a student are interviewed in ::ither gr ::>ups.

C.

Brainstorm :.m other ways to pr::im::ite a trusting
atm::i~;phere am;mg y.;unq pE'::>ple and adults.

Activity Six
Collect data from
nstyle of Tea<'hing Inventory.

TT

Many procedures have been devised to c::ilJect feedback ::>r data fr::im :::ithers. Questionnaires are the best known.
The nstyle of Teaching Invent::iryTf is an illustrati :::in of a
questi::>nnaire. One 1,-lay to help other adults to be TT open TT t::>
receiving feedback from young pe:::iple is for the teacher to
demonstrate her willingness by presentinrr studert feedback
collected fr::im nstyle of Teaching Inventory TT t'.::l par~ nts.
0

Instructi'.::lns:

1.

Review the instrument and change any items
as you may wish.

2.

Reproduce as many copies of the instrument as
needed for the students or for the teachers and
parents, inv::ilved.

3.

Have the invent::iry aclministered by another
adult or colleague.

4.

Indicate on ::me inventory what your ideal teachinq behavior is.
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the re-

C'.)llect the inv.cmt:::iries and
sults.

cuss the results with 0ther teachers :::ir

6.

adu 1 ts in a small g1.~ '.)Up.

7.

Decide

'.)r

t::i P. T .A. gr:-)up

n'.)t data sh
::msly.

be presented

Seven
Third P.T.A. Meeting
a.
Teach

sent nRealn
Invcnt'.)rynt'.) P. T. A.

eal II data
other

b.
ents, teachers,
fishb'.)wl discuss implicati'.)ns

in

c. Have students and
ents write ::me
sti:::m t:J
teacher ::m S:Jmething she coulcl changP t~: c8me cl'Jscr t::i her
11
ideal 11 •

d. Ask parents, 11J:-.f'.)W many vnuld be
feedback on their 11 Parent
a1v'i'.)r n '.)r
young pe

t:J receive
dvior 11 fr:::-r:i

3.
Parents and other adults \Jh'.) want
, take
nAdult Invent:x y 11 blanks -i ate TTic3ea1 11
Adults can dist'ri.bute blanks n:)w ::,r at latE:'1' date t::i as many
stuc'lents as they wish.

Act

t

F~)urth P. T. A. Meeting
Fishb:Ml

:)ups.

a. Par en ts, teachers,
'.)ther ac1ults cl
71Adult Inventories r: \,'lith open
cations
th
y::mng pe
Group may iscuss m'.)st p:Jsitive
negative, what surpris<?d them m:Jst, etr.
b. Adults wh~> want
suggesti::in
:)ffi students
t'.) c:::irne cL)ser t'.) TTirJeal Adult

c.

groups ( ab:JUt

small gr:::iup s
c:::insensus
list 5 descr
ea.eh pers'.)n in '.':·ther half

:Jnal feedback can request '.)ne
ing the adult
avi:::>r.TT

change

each)
half. One ri
arrive at
t~ive W:Jrds '.)r D1reases \:''.) cJc,scribe
~)Up.
Describe what y:Ju like
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about the pers'.)n or why you feel g:xld about the pers::m, etc.
Put lists in center :Jf group. The group tries t:J
match descriptions with pers'.)ns. Discuss percepti:'ms.

Activity Nine
Pr:Jblem-s:Jlving -- Forced Field Analysis
group.

Teacher introduces Forced Field Analysis to student
(Use a simplified versi::m.)

Activity Ten
Fifth P.T.A. Meeting
Small groups (mix of people)
Present a simplified version of Forced Field Analysis t'.) P.T.A.
Discuss:
Options -- where to go fr'.)m here?
What will happen at P.T.A. Meetings?
Who else should be involved?
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Social Skills

This in-service model is based on the premise that child-adult
relationships can be improved through a number of structured activities.

Much of learning is incidental and accidental to home settings,

classroom, or another environment where children and adults interact.

The basic learnings taking place on the part of children are social

skills.

This model will assist adults and children in the identification

and clarification of his or her social skills as well as identifying social
skills of other people. ,:<

Exercise one:

1.

Develop an operation definition of social skills.

2.

Brainstorm all of the social skills that the group can.

3.

What is the greatest social skill I can teach.

4.

Rank order five of the identified social skills.

Exercise two:

1.

My behavior in a one to one relationship with someone
a.

younger than me is

b.

same age as me is

c.

older than me is
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Exercise three:

1.

Your behavior in a one to one relationship with someone
a.

younger than you is

b.

same age as you is

c.

older than you is

Exercise four:
1.

My behavior in a setting of three to ten people
a.

if they are all younger is

b.

if they are all same age is

c.

if they are all older is

d.

if some are older and some younger, is

Exercise five:

1.

Your behavior in a setting of three to ten people
a.

if they are all younger is

b.

if they are all same age is

c.

if they are all older is

d.

if some are older and some younger, is

Exercise six:
1.

I behave in class

2.

I behave outside of class

3.

I would like to behave in class

4.

I would like to behave outside of class
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Exercise seven:
1.

You behave in class

2.

You behave outside of class

3.

You would like to behave in class

4.

You would like to behave outside of class

'~Social skills will hereafter be regarded as the values, prejudices,
mores, and attitudes that formulate the basis for any relationship
with another person.
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PLAN OF ACTION
f:::>r
Effingham

Backgr:::>Und
There is general c:::>ncern f:::>r underachievers in the high sch:::>:::>l.
As the result :::>f individual interviews with S:::>me :::>f the teachers, it
appears that a cGre :::>f 20 t:::> 30 students CBn be identified wh:::> are perceived by m:::>st teachers as
dr:::>p :::>ut :::>f sch:::>:::>L

11

tuned :::>ut. 11

They are students likely t:::i

M:::>st :::>f them are n:::>t EMH h:::>wever.

There ai'e several adults in the c::mununity wh:::> are interested
in being inv::>lved but little f::>11:::>w-up has been d :::>nc t:::> crystalize the
interest int:> acti ::>n.
R=:iy Lane is a.nxi:::>us t:::> have acti:::>n :::>ccur 2.nd has w::>n initial
B:::>ard :::>f Educ a ti::>n supp:::>rt f :::>r a planning retreat.
All :::>f the raw ingredients
ham.

f :::>r L. S. II ar2 available in Effing-

If a g::>::>d pr:::>t:::>type f :::>r L.S. II cannot' be generated there, then

The Tasks (N:::ivember and December, J.968)
Here are the t?.sks that need t:::> be acc:::>mplished:
1.

Identify the students f::>r wh::>m the activities
are being planned.
a. Retreat, 8-10 students
b. Pil:::>t Activity

2.

Identify the adults wh::> will participate in the
planning and pil:::>t activity.

3.

Mak(' 1rr-1ngements f :::>r three imp:::>rtant meetings.
a. Planning Retreat, 2 days durati:::>n
b. Shake-d:::>wn Retreat f:::>r pil:::>t activity
c. B:::>ard ::>f Educati:::>n - Review
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PAGE 2
4.

Prepare prJgrams fJr
a. Retreats
b. PilJt activity

5.

Begin pilJt activity. (pJssibly this cannJt begin
until after January 1)

PrJcedures
All Jf JUr g:Jals sh:Juld be acc:Jmplished in a free-f:Jr-all, giveand-take sessi:Jn with the pe:Jple invJlved.

We Jught t:J be c:Jmpletely flex-

ible in hJW we reach :Jur :Jbj ectiv0s, and the :Jbj ectives sh :Juld be limited
t:J three criteral expectati:Jns.
1.

Pe:Jple Jf vari:Jus age gr:Jups and backgr:Junds must
be inv:Jlved in all Jf the maj :Jr ,1ctivities.

2.

The activities must be built ar:Jund pr:Jblems that
the peJple must SJlve t:Jgether.

3.

The y:Jung pe:Jple must feel they are participating
in the decisi:Jns that make up the s:Jluti:Jns tJ the
pr:Jblems.

Many :Jther expectati:Jns may enter intJ the picture that are n:Jw
unkn:Jwn.

H:Jwever, they are all negJtiable in c:Jntrast t:J :the abJve throe

which are n:Jt.

This means we c:Juld nJt stay in the prJject if Jne :Jr m:Jre

:Jf the :Jbjectives were severly restricted.

HJwever, there is nJ imp:Jrtant

Jbstacle t:J the expectati:Jns unless it is Jur :Jwn limitati:Jns.
We will :Jperate in the f:Jll:Jwing manner:
1.

We will meet :Jne day a week t:J g:J :Jver prJblems
that :Jur schedule may create f:Jr us.

2.

The sch2dule will be flashed JUt in detail as rapidly as
events will allJW,
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3.

Each pers:>n will have specific de c:i.cs t::) ,),:
acc:>mplished and rep:>rted :in at each meeting.
Each pers:,n will c:intribute a m:i.nimum of tw:,
d3.ys per week including :J",.lr p:1.2.nrJ.n,; s,:.'sr:i:ms.

4.

Decisi:>ns ab:iut the scheduling :,f :,ur time and
ab:,ut specific resp:,nsibilities will be made
within the weekly meeting t:> th2 extent p:issible;
when n:>t p:,ssible, R:'.'gge will make them.

--Among :>urselves, everything gets said :,ut l:iud!
--With the Effingham pe:>ple we must be sincere, g:,:,d listeners, but never
deviate fr:,m :>ur three expect:J.ti:ins -- a diverse mix :,f pe:>ple, real pr:,blems t:> be s:ilved, em:,tional inv:>lvement by the students thr:>ugh s:,me decisi:ins made by them.
--Each :,f us can d:, several specific things, many :,f them :,verl:1pping. H:>wever, decisi:ins m-:..1.st be made t:, keep :iur eff:,rts intecn."ated, related t:, each
other. Our eff:,rts must be true team eff:,rts.
--Rapid :mtput is essential; we need visibility to sh:,w that L.S. II has
substance.
-- N:> :>ne suffers :,r l:>ses :>ut if wed:, a g:,:,d job, if we c:>mpete in the
spirit :,f utilizing :>ur talents t:> best advantag'2. We will expect :,ther
staff to feel that way toward us, and we t:iward th2m.
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Possible Activity to be Considered
in Determining a
Model for Spice
Activity:

Exchange Family Roles
a.

Within own family

b.

Within another family of some ethnic group

c.

Within family of different ethnic group

This activity would be designed to foster the
three objectives of L.S. II.

Procedure:

1.

Communication between generations

2.

Opportunity for making decisions

3.

Building an adequate self image

Identify target population
a.

Three families from same ethnic group with
varied economic background, children of various
ages, grandparents if possible

b.

Three families of different ethnic group

c.

Two teachers

d.

One administrator

Initial Activity - Phase I
A planning session with teachers, administrators,
two parents, two students, an adult and student
from different ethnic group. This group could
assist in the planning of actual activities to
be included to meet the desired objectives.
Tentative Specific Activities
A.

Provide two sessions for family units to work
within their own group to develop skills in
communicating with each other, defining, understanding, and accepting various roles famiJy
members must assume. Also provide activities
within thesc~ sessions to help individual family
members have a better unclerstandi ng of himself
and feel his worth as an individua~ and family
member.
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B.

The third session could provide experiences
that would enable the family members to exchange roles within own family framework.
Children in the family should be given the
opportunity to make decisions concerning the
family unit.

C.

Fourth session would bring all family members
of like ethnic group togetl1er and activities
could be such to include opportunities for
discussion of common communication problems,
typical family hang ups, and how all could
be involved in decision making. Roles could
be exchanged within other famiJies of same
ethnic group.

D.

These same activities could include the three
families of different ethnic groups.

Phase II
The second phase of the project would be the involvement of all families. This could be done
in a retreat surrounding with activities to provide for:
1.

Interaction between ethnic groups.

2.

Understanding why family roles differ within
various ethnic groups.

3.

An opportunity for all family members to be
involved in making decisions.

4.

Exchanging roles within families of other
ethnic groups.

5.

Fostering the feeling that each individual
is important as a person and as a family member.

i
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Student-Parent Conferences

This part of the program will introduce the parent to all three
objectives of Learning System II through his own children.
The explicit objective is to work out a relationship between the
parent and the child whereby the child reports :his school progress directly
to the parent and the parent shares some of his expectations with the child.
The approach requires a considerable amount of role playing, interviews and check lists. The specific tasks are these:
1.

Conference with small groups of parents to introduce the idea.

2.

Parents make decision about participation; if TTgo!', then they
state their strongest concerns through a check list;

3.

Concept of conferences is introduced to the students.

4.

Student starts own comulative folder that will be the basis
of reporting to the parents.

5.

Student plans an interview of parents, gathering information
about expectations.

6.

Student role plays the interview.

7..

Interview-i~ conducted.

8.

Student plans first parent-student conference, where the teacher
will be an observer only.

9.

Student role plays the conference.

10.

Conference is conducted and audio-taped (unless anyone objects,
especially the student.)

11.

Conference is played back for analysis by parents and teacher.

12.

Conference is played back for analysis by class and teacher
(unless the student vetos playing back to class)

13.

Expansion of data in cumulative folder

14.

Discussion of data iR class with other adults brought in
counselors, principals, whomever the students select.

is undertaken.
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Developmental Material for LSII to be field tested through SPICE

STUDENT - PARENT CONFERENCES
OBJECTIVES:

1.

Improve communications between students and parents

2.

Improve decision making capacity of students

3.

Reflect the world of tomorrow as it will appear in schools in
20- 30 years from now.

SPECIFICATIONS:
All materials are to be provided for

1.

Giving background and rationale

2.

Introducing program to parents

3.

Giving instruction to students

4.

Training teachers in the skills required

5.

Evaluating the product

Background and Rationale
Parents are always interested in the performance of their children,
though the interest sometimes gives little or no emotional support to
children.

Sometimes the parents feel that their images and egos are

threatened rather than feel sympathy for the feelings of their children.
Irrespective of the motivations, parents are concerned about their
children.
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However, just as much new behavior will be required of the teacher
as of the parent and the child.

These series of exercises will not work

unless the teacher also has a willingness to change.

The changes may

be less difficult because the flesh and blood of the teacher is not involved, but the changes are essential for the success of the episodes.
The sequence of activities is as follows:
1.

Teacher assesses her own attitudes about student-parent conferences.

2.

Teacher introduces concept to students, obtains first volunteers.

3.

Teacher meets with parents of volunteers, obtains an agreement
from those who wish to cooperate.

4.

Teacher supervises role playing by students, uses tape recorder.

5.

First conferences held.

6.

Evaluation by students and parents together.

7.

Second group of volunteers begin.

Teacher Attitudes
Before you proceed with the sequence, you should discuss your
positive and negative feelings about the approach with two to five other
teachers.

Before starting the discussion, these three steps done first

will help:
1.

Take the inventory below

2.

Combine the results with the other teachers involved, placing
the summaries in front of you when the discussion begins.
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INVENTORY:
Score each item as follows:

Scores of
Others

1.

Strongly agree

2.

Mildly agree

3,

Neutral, not sure

4.

Disagree

5.

Strongly disagree

Your
Score

1.

Parents should listen to their children and show
they understand by re-stating or paraphrasing
what each child has said.

2.

Teachers should listen to students and show they
understand by re-stating or paraphrasing what each
student has said.

3,

Students should role play a conference with a parent
before trying it out.

4.

A student should have the freedom to determine
what he will discuss about himself in a conference.

5.

A student should keep his own accumulative folder
that is open to no one except under his direction.
(This does not preclude a cumulative folder that
might be kept by a counselor or a teacher.)
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:,cure of
Others

Your
Score
6.

A student or parent should each have the right to
refuse a student-parent conference.

7.

Teachers should be well trained in the handling
of small group seminars.

8.

Teachers need to be more open and more trusting
of students.

9.

Students should learn to make responsible decisions
more quickly than schools now prepare them for.

10.

Parents and their children should be allowed to talk
about sex in small groups in a school if the parents
are willing.
END

INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Tabulate the responses of the other teachers on your form.

2.

Decide whether you are ready to proceed with the rest of the
exercises after discussing the results with your colleagues.
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OUTLINE OF TWO DAY TABA IN-SERVICE EDUCATION PROGRAM.
TEACHING STRATB3IES FOR DEVELOPING CHILDRENtS THINKING
I.

II.

First Day
A.

Introduction

B.

Presentation of Factual Materials

c.

Application to Individual Teacherst Content Material

D.

Practice in using concepts

Second Day
A.

Demonstration by leader with students

B.

Teachers working with students

c.

Evaluation
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INTRODUCTION
Independent thinking has long been among the main objectives of
the curriculum.

Presumably th~ chief business of education is to teach

the children to think.

Thinking has long been treated as a global

process encompassing everything that goes on in the head, from daydreaming to creating the concept of thermodynamics.

Even the most

serious educational thinkers have failed to distinguish between (a) the
elements of thinking or the basic skills of which thinking is composed
and (b) strategies of thought such as problem solving.
Dr. Hilda Taba, throughout her life, was interested primarily in
how children learn and in developing curricula that served the basic
needs of children, teachers, and society.

Through her efforts the

Taba In-Service Education Program -- Teaching Strategies for Developing
Children's Thinking -- evolved.

This program, specifically designed

for teachers of social studies, is such that it provides classroom
teachers with insights into how children learn to think and to provide
opportunities for using teaching strategies which will help children
develop certain thinking skills.

Although the program was especially

prepared for use with social studies, the processes involved.also are
applicable to other content areas.
Through many years of experience, Dr. Taba came to the realization
that curriculum innovation would be short-lived and often emasculated unless
teachers were provided opportunities with the following needs:
Transparency #1
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In attempting to ful£ill such needs and to provide teachers with
a theoretical understanding of curriculum developnent and practical
knowledge of a variety of teaching techniques, Dr. Taha had four
general objectives:
Transparency #2

The teaching strategies are neither revolutionary or new.

They

represent techniques that effective teachers have often used, but not
always understood as far as purpose and function are concerned.

The

objectives for teachers for the program are the following:
Transparency #3

In an effort to arrive at learnable and teachable aspects of
thinking, three cognitive tasks will be considered:
1)

Concept formation, or the organization of an aggregate of
infonnation into a system of groups and classes;

2)

interpreting data, and inferring and generalizing; and

3)

applying known concepts, generalizations, and data for
hypothesizing or constructing a theory.

CONCEPT FORMATION
Concept formation is the first of the three thinking tasks that
Helda Taba identified as ~ppropriate for systematic development with
ahildren.

This development is stimulated and guided by the teacher

through the use of particular question sequences and teaching strategies.
The strategies make it possible for the teacher to analyze more
effectively the level of concept development and to encourage children
to seek out new and more flexible relationships by developing their
abilities to list, group, and classify information.
Concept Formation
Transparency #4
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INTERPREI'ATION OF DATA
Interpretation of data is the second thinking task.

In this

task students learn the intellectual processes involved in making
inferences and formulating generalizations from infonnation they
have obtained.

As was the case with concept fonnation, teachers help

students develop_ these skills by means of particular question sequences
and teaching strategies.
Interpretation of Data
Transparency #5

APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLE
The third cognitive task is that of applying what one knows in order
to explain new phenomena, to predict consequences from known phenomena
or to make hypothesis about causes and consequences, to build theories.
Transparency #6
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Transparency #1
A.

The need to understand that learning experiences serve for both
mastery of content and development of specifiable mental processes.

B.

The need to know how to substitute specific selections of content
that serve the same pedagogical functions, so that teachers can
adapt a curriculum to the varying needs of their students.

C.

The need for teachers to know how to adjust the pacing of cognitive
processes according to the range of abilities in their groups.

D.

The need to alter some present teaching strategies rather radically;
the need to learn to formulate and to use open-ended questions,
instead of depending on expository and prescriptive teaching, and
to plan developmental learning sequences.

E.

The need to master the skill of diagnosing student feedback (data
from discussions, writing, and research) in terms of mastering both
content ideas and cognitive skills.

Transparency #1
A.
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The need to understand that learning experiences serve for both
mastery of content and development of specifiable mental processes.

B.

The need to know how to substitute specific selections of content
that serve the same pedagogical functions, so that teachers can
adapt a curriculum to the varying needs of their.students.

C.

The need for teachers to know how to adjust the pacing of cognitive
processes according to the range of abilities in their groups.

D.

The need to alter some present teaching strategies rather radically;
the need to learn to formulate and to use open-ended questions,
instead of depending on expository and prescriptive teaching, and
to plan developmental learning sequences.

E.

The need to master the skill of diagnosing student feedback (data
from discussions, writing, and research) in terms of mastering both
content ideas and cognitive skills.
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Transparency #2

A.

To create a well-structured, yet open-ended, program that school
districts can implement using their own training leaders fTom within
their own district.

B.

To create a program that utilizes, insofar as possible, inductive
teaching methods that approximate those that the participating teachers
will use in their own classrooms.

C.

To create a program that makes it possible for teachers to understand and implement any inductive process-oriented curriculum.

D.

To create a program that emphasizes generic teaching strategies
that are transferable to other subject matter areas, such as English,
science, or mathematics.

K

1s2

t(

fl
{ A.

Jr-,,

Transparency #3
To state the purpose and functions for each of the cognitive tasks
used in the program.

~

B.

To state the purpose of a discussion and organize a discussion
possibilities plan for each cognitive task both from content provided in the program and from content selected independently.

C.

To utilize a variety of means for organizing classroom groups for
effective retrieval of information.

D.

To conduct a discussion in his classroom using the questioning
strategies appropriate to the task.

E.

To evaluate his discussion to identify explicitly the function of
each question used and to assess specific areas of success and
difficulty.

F.

To utilize feedback from students to revise particular teaching
strategies and to state the reasons for such revisions.

G.

To identify and utilize particular criteria and techniques for
evaluating concepts and generalizations formulated by his students.

H.

To identify the type of content and the specific objectives and
functions of each learning experience in a process curriculum unit.

I.

To identify and select appropriate opportunities to use each of
the teaching strategies in the program.
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Transparency #4
Concept Formation
Overt Activity

Covert Mental Operation

Eliciting Question

1.

Enumeration and
listing

Differentiation

What did you see?
hear? note?

2.

Grouping

Identifying common
properties; abstracting

What belongs
together? On
what criterion?

3.

Labelling, categorizing, subsuming

Determine the hierarchical order of items.
Super- and sub-ordination

How would you
call these groups;
What belongs under
what?
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Transparency #5
Interpretation of Data
Overt Activity

Covert Mental Operation

Eliciting Question

1.

Identifying points

Differentiation

What did you note?
see? find?

2.

Explaining items of
identified information

Relating points to each
other. Determining cause
and effect relationships.
Recognizing limitations of
data

Why did so-and-so
happen?

3.

Making inferences,
gene rali za tions

Going beyond what is given.
Finding implications,
extrapolating

What does this
mean? What picture
does it create in
your mind? What
would you conclude?
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Transparency #6
Application of Principles
Overt Activity
1.

Predicting consequences. Explaining
unfamiliar phenomena.
Hypothesizing

Covert Mental Operation

Eliciting Question

Analyzing the nature of
the problem or situation.
Retrieving relevant
knowledge

What would happen
if ... ? What idea
might account
for ••. ?

2.

Explaining,
supporting the
predictions and
· hypotheses

Determining the causal
links leading to prediction or hypothesis

Why do you think
this would happen?

3.

Verifying the
prediction

Using logical methods or
factual knowledge to
determine necessary and
sufficient conditions

What would it take
for so-and-so to
be true or probably
true? Or not true ?

Staff Retreat
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AGENDA
Staff Meeting October 28, 29, 1968

Monday
9:00 - 10:00 Personal Growth Inventory
1) Individual work {10 minutes)
2)

Give 2 inventories to other staff members

3)

Check 3 more important items on individual inventories

4) Meet with 2 people least known to you on the EIDSU staff {30 minutes)
5) Receive 2 inventories at some later date during 2 day staff meeting.

10: 00 - 10: 30 Introduce individual bag exercise - - staff will model
procedures (5 minutes)
1) Individual bag exercise
2) Select 1 person to work with during bag exercise and begin work
(15 minutes)
3) Place bag in convenient location.

10: 30 - 11: 00
1)

Group Bag

5 people work on group bag (15 minutes)

2) Total group tell 5 people non-verbally what to put on the group bag.
3) Write out all hang-ups at EIDSU on individual sheets of paper and
place in group bag (15 minutes)
4)

Debrief group concerning group bag
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11: 00 - 11:15

11:15 - 11: 45

Coffee

Communication Skills - - Listening

1) Select 6 people during coffee to serve as leaders in listening skill
exercise
2) Develop paraphrase technique in small groups (30 minutes)

Large group meeting

11:45 - 12:00

1) Debrief on reactions to all previous activities

12:00 - 1:00

1:00 - 4:00

Lunch

Learning Systems II

All further ideas are tentative and will be decided upon by training
staff.
1) Use the influence structure developed by Jo and Al as a basis for
group work.
2) Place 5 people identified in influence structure in various locations
throughout the frirey
3) Have outsiders convince high influence people of the value of Learning Systems II.
4) Have a fish bowl with Friday morning group inside -- all others
outside
a) alternate the outsiders to the inside and repeat process until a
general concensus is being expressed on Learning Systems II
by inside and outside groups.
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7:30 - 9:30
1)

T-groups

2) Simulation activities
3)

Communication skills

4)

Problem solving games (for example, NASA planers and operators)

5)

Socialize

6) Skits

Tuesday
1) Meet in assigned task groups, develop plan for explaining what our
task group is doing in relation to Learning Systems II.

Explain

our group activities to all the other task groups.
2)

Use the basic PERT activity, level 1, 2, 3, in task groups.

3)

Develop an informal communication system for all task groups.

APPENDIX F

Simulation Activities

The Deciders (a ;ame)
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This game has a two-fold purpose:
1.

Breaking down COif®Unication barr _ers between adults and teenagers.

2.

Helping adults and teenagers work together with a focus on assisting
teena;,ers to make use of availat ".e resources in decision making and
in narrowing the ;rap between decLsions a.nd actions.

The content of the game is based on problems or issues involving values
and adult-youth conflicts.

Flexibility is built into the game since the

problems, which are in broad categories, can be explored in many aspects.
In addition, the group may choose a prob~

'"Ti\

o:i.., p:coblems which are not listed.

It is not necessary to reach a consensus nor to come to a solution.

The

worthwhileness of the activity lies in tr.e process--in the development of
communication and the steps of decision makin;,.
The Game
Directions:
1.

You are an adult, working with teenagen, s ';,or an observer.
a card to indicate your role.

Choose

2.

You are meeting with other inte: 2sted adults and teenagers to deal
with the first of three problem"'. The two leaders (one adult and
one youth) will open the meeting by presenting the problems to you.
Choices of topics are a matter ~or group decisions.

3.

You may work through the proble
treat it as real.

in any way you wish as long as you

You may want to try:
Role playing, including confrontations on opposing views
Echo tag (see explanation)
Pairs (working on aspect of a problem and reporting back to the
team or entire group)
Teams (4 to '.J people working as a group on a phase of the problem
and reporting back to entire group)
Force field analysis (analvze the opposing forces in decision
making or achieving a goa} )

-2-
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Buzz groups
Resource persons (involving people outside the group for further
information, insight, etc.)
4.

When you have completed working through one problem, discuss within
your group how you might have ha· -dled it better, through using talents
of the group differently, attack ng it in a different way, discussing
a different aspect of the proble .. , etc.

5.

Take two more problems and compL,te steps 1 through 4 with them.

6.

Let the group choose the problem activity in which they felt most
involved and which they felt was developed best by the group.

7.

The game should
divide into two
more groups are
problem-solving

be played by 12-16 people. If there are more,
or more groups. As a final activity, the two or
subdivided into tuo groups and present their selected
situation to each other as:

Group 1

Group 2

(8)

(8)

( 8)

A

A

B

The 8 people in Group 1-A and 8 .1.n Group 2-A share experiences and
the same for B.
8.

Roles:
a.

The roles are selected randomly from cards, face down.

b.

The leaders have the initia: responsibility for the group and
its activity. They may havi::: 2-4 minutes to confer prior to the
beginning of the group activity.

c.

The observer will attempt tc check out what is going on in the
group and will give feedback on request by the group and/or at
the termination of the activity. (He may use the observer's
sheet as a guide.)

d.

The roles to be played must include the 2 leaders, the observer,
and both adults and young people. Those people playing the roles
may use their own interpret2dons for a role in the situation.

e.

Adults may be cast as youth J.nd youth as adults.

-
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Role-playing cards
These are listed on sep~rate cards.
Mother
Father
Father of honor student
Mother of dropout student
Social worker, Dept., Public ,\ssi.stance
Minister
Teacher
Teenager
Teenager
Teenager
Youth leader
Adult leader
Observer
Policeman
Guidance Counselor
Teenager
Teenager
(In case of fewer or more participarts, roles may be changed, increased,
or decreased.)

-'-~-
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Problem Cate~ories
1.

Dating

2.

Dress and manners

3.

The law

1

L

Grades and/or homework

5.

Teachers

6.

Pare,nts

7.

Responsibility

8.

To stay in school or not

s.

Cheating

10.

Nobody listens

11.

Who am I?

Observer' .s Role
l.

Identify subject chan3.es.
As the subject changes fi'Om topic to topic, remember: 1. the old subject,
2. the new subject, and 3. what caused the subject to change.

2.

_;I:dentify "nonverbal mes sa;te s. "
Notice posture. What does a person do with his eyes, his head, his
fingers, his hands, his feet, and so on? Sometimes someone's posture and
gestures tell you that he agrees or disagrees with someone, that he is
or is not interested in what is happer ·ng·, and so on. Identify as many
of these nonverbal messages as you car

~-

Identify coalitions.
Identify those members who seem to 11 stick together: 11 that is, talk mostly
with each other and 91ve each other support. Note how they act toward
those who are not in their "coalitions. 11

4.

Identif¥ instances of influence.
Identify as many instances as you can when one person's statements o~
actions cause another to change his behavior or one of his opinions.
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5.

Identify "abandoned members.

11

When the group ignores what someone has said, the ignored person becomes
an abandoned member. Identify all the abandoned members and remember
what they said before they were abandoned.
6.

Identify communication barriers.
Identify as many statements or action· as you can that make it more
difficult for someone else to express '.1imself.

7.

Assess other participants 7 degree of involvement.
Estimate the degree to which each participant (i,o1hether he is active or
silent) is concerned about the conver 1tion topics.

8.

Assess other participants' degree of (ension.
Estimate the degree to which each parl":icipant is experiencing tension.

Play HEcho Tag 11 , a coJT1munications game.
1.

Divide the group into subgroups of three to five members. Explain
how to play "echo tag 11 • There is only one rule: to have th2 chance
to give his ide&s, each player mu,,t first echo aJ.l of the pr~ceding
speaker's main points to everyone else 1 s satisfaction. This means:
a.

That the previous s9eaker must listen carefully to make sure that
all of his main ideas have been explained accurately. If one or
more of them is omitted or explained inaccurately, he must explain
his point a second time and ask the next player to begin 2!.gain.
Example:
(Speaker) A:
(Player) D:
(Speaker) A:
(New Speaker)

I th i.:·;;< smokin; is a bad habit.
You S·.:d.cl that y .1 th~1ught smoking wa~ .::,. :>_,d ha.bit.
That I s r:i.ght.
D: I think you· re just saying that becaus,., .,,.:.,1J
don 1 t smoke
(New Player) B:
You feel tl>t non-smokers don I t think SJ,,Ot<.2.n::
is right.
(Speaker) D: No, I didn 1 t men non-smokers in general; I mean
A in particular_
(Player) B:
You feel that A said that smoking is bad because
he doe sn I t sriol< _ i:1imself.
(Speaker) D: Yes.
1
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That the remaining players must prevent the previous speake~ from
agreeing too quickly that the CUi"'rent player has done his job.
If the current player has omitted any of the previous speaker;s
main points or explained one ;.. '7 more of them inaccurately, the
previous speaker may naverthelc, ss announce that the task has teen
perfonned to his satisfaction. Then, one of the remaining players
must take action: he must
lain what Nas omitted or why he feels
the points were echoed inacc1r:1.tely and if the previous speakoj_"'
agrees that he is right, the current player must begin again.
Example:
(Speaker) D2:
(Player) B2:
(Speaker) D2:

A2:
( Spaaker) D2:
A2:
(Speaker) D2:

B2:
( ~'peaker) D2:

I think you 1 re just saying that because you don't
smol<.e.
You feel that non-smokers don't ..•
Right.
Wait a minute! Do you mean non-smokers in generJ.l
or me in particular?
I meant you in particular.
vfall, then B2 needs to try again.
Y2ah, I guess thatts right.
You feel that A2 said that smoking is bad just
because he doesn't smoke himself.
Ok, you got it this time.

Ask them to play echo ta;· for ::;_5 rninut:c:S while discussing the
fo,1 .lowing quest ion:
11

2.

behavior? 11

Ho1.,, can group discussions ch:

Ask them to describe the {:ifficulties they encounterect ,Jhile attempting to follo1:1 the echo ta::; rul . •,A/· :i.te down their cor,ments 0,1 a
blackboard or ne~·JSprint p~d. (10 r,,:'.:r,utes)
0

.3.

Summari~;e and then i"'elate their ccmments.

(5 minutes)

i
I
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Civilization Sinmlation Activity

A description of a series of Simulation Activities which will be designed
to give the participating students and adults a better under standing of
the problems that occured by man and passed through the various epochs
during civilization.

This activity will consist of five episodes each

episode spanning a period of eight hours of classroom contact.
The following will consist of the various episodes.

Episode #1
Episode 1 will concentrate upon the beginnings or the origins of
a civilization.

During this activity the group of students and adults

will be journeying through space.

Tragedy will beset the journey

and the entire group will survive by themselves on a desolate and
isolated planet which is capable of supporting human life.

This

planet will have necessary vegetation and wildlife that man might
need to be able to gain the food supplies he needs.

During this

eight hour episode the group will be charged with developing a
scheme whereby one-half the group may survive.

The group will

have to ascertain who survives and the fate of those individuals who
do not survive and justify the life of the various individuals.

Episode #2
Episode 2 will be made up of those individuals who could not survive
Episode 1.

This group will enter the scene equipped with the values,
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technology and weapons of man during the epic in history we call
ancient civilization.

This group will decide for itself which weapons,

what bits of technology and which values they will want to begin with
them from the ancient civilization period of time.
and only one half of the two groups may survive.

Conflict will arise
One-third of the

survive rs must be made up of individuals who did not survive during
the first Episode.

Episode #3
The participants who enter the scene fresh in Episode #3 will be
made up of those individuals who did not survive in Episode #2.
This group will possess the values, technology and the weapons
of man during the medieval civilization.

Once again conflict

will arise and only one half of the group will be able to survive
and one-third of this group must be made of those individuals who
did not survive either Episode 1 or 2.

Episode #4
The new group entering here will be constituted once again of
those individuals who did not survive Episode #3.

The new group

entering will possess the values, technology and the weapons of
man in modern civilization.

Once again only one half of the groups

will survive and one-third of the group will constitute those who have
failed to survive either group 1, 2, or 3.
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Episode #5
Another new group will enter and this group will be constituted
of those individuals who did not survive the former groups.

This

group will possess skills, values, technology and the weapons of
contemporary civilization.

Once again conflict will arise and the

two groups together must determine whether any, all or none of
the participants may survive to carry on the civilization.
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ALL-STJ.\RS

0

6

0

6

12

TEACHERS

0

0

0

0

0

HotJ to kick off staff improvements by imitating training practices of those
football pros.
When you 1 re ,.11atching the Packers make seusage of their NFL foes on
television, does it ever occur to you that the v1ay i:,e staff our schools
could be improved a lot· if we imitated the professional football players
and coaches?
It ought to come as no shock that gridiron pros are far better trained
for their jobs than are teachers-and they turn in a better performance
becc1use of it.
Let's compare to see why:
Collegiate training:
ference between the t'· 10.

Here, letis concede

that there 1 s not much dif-

The testbook, education courses, observation of

pupils and schools, and student teaching of one are like the playbook, skull
sessions, scrimmages and stadium combat of the other.
Recruitment:
long and complex.

For teachers, quick and simple; for football players,
The school administrator hunting up a new teacher usually

consults college placement offices, reads the 2pplicant • s college transcript
2nd always-favorable recommendations, and conducts an hour-long interviei:1.
That 1 s it.
A corps of scouts observers football prospects in practice and game
action, taking movies of games for analysis.

They talk to the boy himself,

his coaches and parents to find out his aspir2tions and attitudes.
pools assure no potential star is overlooked:

the most talented

Scouting
athletes

are recruited.
Orientation:

Short-two t1eeks at best-for teachers.

No students are

around, no practice teaching- is done, no trained supervisors observe the
neophyte teacher in a classroom setting.

Teaching is mainly just talked
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about:

local educational philosophy, school rules, total curriculum,

preparing teaching-learning plans and materi2.ls.

Every recruit assumes

full teaching responsibilities after he's completed the orientation program.
Average orientation for gridiron stars:
practice-in intra-squad and e~~hibition games.
analyzed and graded by strict standards.
aren 1 t sluffed, either.

six weeks.

Main activity:

Every combat move is filmed,

Team plays, strategy and philosophy

Recruits surviving orientation-and that's only 30

percent of the total-spend one to two years as substitutes perfecting their
talent before they 're allowed to assume full team responsibility.
Coaching:

Limited and superficial in education.

The teacher must take

it upon himself to grow professionally because school systems don 1 t have _enou;
equipment and personnel to guide him.

How many systems employ full-time

supervisors to analyze classroom performance and confer with the teacher
about improving insights and skills? Doubtful if the average supervisorteacher ratio is higher than 1:20.

Inservice training usually falls to the

principal or vice-principal: they're already overburdened with administrative
duties and frequently lack the necessary tr2ining.
And when it comes to analysis, recruit teachers seldom-if ever-have
video-tape equipment available to record their cL:issroom lessons for l2ter
self-examination.
Experienced teachers receive even less obsGrvation and coaching than
do new teachers:

they 1 ve passed their three year 1 s probation and have guar-

anteed employment until retirement, so why bother?
Extensive and thorough:

that's the kind of coaching the pros get.

Football recruits-veterans, too-have their every playing act recorded and
analyzed by trained men.

Specialized coaches-offensive line, defensive back-

field, kickoff return-watch 211 practice and games moves.

Rarely does the

coach-·player ratio of a professional gridiron team rise above 1. 7.

Any
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player unable to meet team expectations is dropped.
There's no argument that public schools and their teachers face problems that football teams don 1 t:
or public support.

too many clients, not enough funds, drama

Then there are the self-made problems:

teachers who

bolt their doors against observers; administrators ignorant of new teachinglearning instruments and techniques; colleges that fail to send their supervisory personnel into the field on teacher training missions; school boards
that regularly cut budget allocations for research and development.
The differences in training for gridiron pros and teachers boil down
to this:

Classroom teachers-the human element in the school system-have

been passed over in favor of improved hardware, software, curriculum
01'gani7,ational charts and the like.

Professional football has capitalized

on the human factor, the every move of every member of the team, and terned
out a wildly successful product.

There's a lesson here.
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SUNSHINE
A simulation of current racial problems in a typical American city
You are about to participate in an educational simulation called SUNSHINE.
A simulation is a manner of instruction in which the classroom represents
a mythical environment where students "live. 11 In a few minutes you will
be 11 born 11 Negro or white in Sunshine, your simulated community. After
"birth" you will move into one of six neighborhoods. As you "liven in
this neighborhood, you will study the history of the Negro in the United
States in order to solve the racial problems of your troubled city. But
first some facts about your city.
Incorporated:
Location:

1925

in your state

Population and ethnic breakdown:
31,450 WASPS - white, Anglo-Saxon Protestants
13,850 Negroes
4,700 Spanish, Mexican, Oriental, Southern European
S0.,000 Citizens
Economy:
Key industries are auto assembly., fertilizer., and electronics parts and
assembly. Unemployment is now 5.7% overall., yet 8,4% among Spanish.,
Mexican, Oriental., Southern European; and 11.6% among Negroes.
Housing patterns:
As population increased during and after World War II, most WASPs moved
from Dead End and East .End into the suburbs south of Happiness Boulevard.
Negroes and other minority groups moved:intothe two vacated neighborhoods.
Consequently., the neighborhoods have the following characteristics:
Dead End and Fast End - tenements, rental housing, homes under $10 ,coo
West End - housing develofment homes under $16,000
Paradise Gardens and Heavenly Hills - housing development homes
under $25,000
Mount Olympus - individually designed homes $35.,000 to $125,000
Churches:
Presumably segregated by religious preference, the churches are actually
segregated by housing patterns, ethnic background and income.
Schools:
Although schools are not segregated by law, education is basically
segregated because of school attendance boundaries and housing patterns.
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Thus, only a handfull of Sunshiners youth south of Happiness Boulevard
attend schools with Negro childre~. The high school attendance boundary,
drawn in 1953 along Happiness Boulevard, necessitates bussing students
from West End to Sunshine High School. The two high schools of about
2000 students each have equal staff and facilities, but widely different
ethnic populations:
Sunshine High School
63% Negro
20% Spanish-Mexican, Oriental, Southern European
17% WASP
Mt. Olympus High School
81.0% WASP
18.8% Sp-Mex-Or-SE
.,2% Negro
For several reasons the Sunshine Unified School District (K-12) is not
an nimpoverished school district." First, the community has adequate
industry and many fine homes, both of which mean considerable property
taxes for schools; second, the state pours state taxes into its schools;
finally, the federal government, as a result of the federal-aid-toeducation acts, has made available through the State Department of
Education federal funds for compensatory education programs--if the
school districts apply for such funds. But as of the present, Sunshine's
WASP school board has steadfastly refused to seek federal funds due to
its opposition to 11 socialism and federal control. 11
Riots: Although no riots or wide-spread demonstrations have yet hit
Sunshine, on the night of Martin Luther Ki~g's assassination in 1968,
Negroes threw a Molotov cocktail cgainstnvictory Archn on the Mt. Olympus
High School campus. Faint traces of the burned scar still tarnish the
stone arch at the entrance to the campus.
IMPS
As you experience Sunshine, you will notice that its activities parallel
playing a game. For example, at the beginning all of you will be born
with 100 IMPS (image points). As individuals and as members of groups,
you will find yourselves competing to earn more IMPS, for IMPS represent
your wealth in the simulation and your grade for the unitrs work.
Gradually you will understand the two-fold object of the simulation: to
increase your IMPS and to solve the racial problems in your city. Your
IMPS total will increase if you complete and do well the various
assignments and if you pressure your city council members on how to
solve Sunshine's racial problems. (The city council also acts as the
Sunshine school board.)
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PFs
Frcm time to time your instructor, the "god of chanc·e, 11 will have you
pull pressure factor (PFs) cards. These chance cards will shape your
simulated lives by introducing racial problems actually faced by many
communities in the United States and, most probably, by your own. But
just as in life chance treats different persons differently, so in
Sunshine chance will treat you and your neighbors differently. Consequently
some city problems caused by pressure cards will cause some citizens to
lose more IMPS than other citizens.
RESPONSIBILITIES TO YOURSELF
Earning IMPS in Sunshine might be compared with your parents earning
money. Without IMPS (self-image points comparable to money) survival
becomes difficult, for a human being needs to "score 11 self-image points
to keep his opinion of himself from disintegrating. Thus, your
individual responsibility is to earn as many IMPS as you can be completing
any task your instructor assigns you or any task you create for yourself.
Here are several possible individual tasks:
1.

Read history or government text.

2.

Read and report on books about or by American Negroes.

3.

Do well on the GS assignment (to be explained).

4.

Do as many TSA assignments as possible (to be explained).

s.

Write letters-to-the•editor responding to pressure cards.

6.

Help organize a faction planning to petition city council.

7.

Help make actual presentation before the city council.

a.

Clip and bring in articles on the American Negro in order to build
up classroom library for TSA assignment.

9.

Analyze literature and films on racial relations in America.

10.

Do well on quizes and exams on the GS assigID'llent.
RESPONSIBILITIES TO YOUR COMMUNITY

If Sunshine citizens do not organize themselves into groups working to
solve problems, racial crises may overwhelm your city. You, therefore,
have many responsibilities as a group member of society.
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1.

Your neighborhood must elect a city council member.

Will it be you?

2.

Your community must elect a mayor at large. Sunshine, therefore,
will have a community meeting at which citizens speak in behalf of
candidates for mayor and the mayor candidates speak in behalf of
themselves. Other citizens will quiz the candidates. Will you
speak up at this meeting and challenge the candidates?

3.

Your neighborhood (or any other faction of citizens united by a
common stand on an issue) may wish to cast its votes for mayor in
a solid block. Will you be the organizer?

4.

Your neighborhood or faction may wish to pressure the city council
on a specific issue. If so, individuals in the group should research
different aspects of the issue in order that the group can make the
strongest possible presentation. Your instructor will provide you
with the proper form to fill out and the proper procedure to follow
in pressuring your city council. These are the particular areas
Sunshine neighborhoods or other factions should research in order to
pressure their city council: education; social relations; housing;
jobs; crime, laws, courts, and law enforcement. Will you lead in
organizing a presentation on one of these issues?

A final comment. Your instructor and the authors of this simulation hope
that living in Sunshine will stimulate you to use the various facts and
concepts you will learn about the fascinating, but tragic history of the
Negro in the United States. We hope you will use this new knowledge as a
basis for developing understanding of a highly complex and emotional
social problem. For the simulation will succeed only if you first use
your knowledge to create intelligent attitudes about a crucial domestic
issue of our time and then have the courage to use these attitudes to
shape a better American community.
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PAN I C
A simulation of the prosperity of the 1920's and the depression of the 1930's.
Student Guide
Welcome to the "Panic R::riod, H 1920-1940, one of the most fascinating times
in American history, when American pride reached its peak, then dropped into
its deepest valley of despair. During the next few weeks you are not only
going to gain considerable knowledge about this period and its people. You
are also going to actually experience people's feelings between two World
Wars: the excitement of becoming rich overnight that electrified many
American dinner tables; the a9pallingly sudden loss of wealth; and the
frustration of being unable, as an individual, to do anything about this
loss. Finally, you will become a member of 2. legislative body and experience
some of the triumphs and tears induced by democratic government. All in all,
PANIC will be an experience you won't soon forget.
Individual Responsibilities
After receiving your ID tag, your first duty is to figure out how you should
behave politically when you consider that you are a member of a certain
occupation-pressure group and that you live in a certain region of the
United States. For example, if you are a farmer living in Plainsville and
you read that many of the Great Plains farmers raise only one money cr~p,
wheat, would you be for or against a government plan designed to guarantee
you a certain market price for your crop? In addition to this general
responsibility of being true to a particular role, you also must work to
keep your individual bank balance high, for a significant percentage of your
grade will be based upon your WPS total (WPS are vL:alth Points in PANIC).
You can do several things to increase your WPS (pronounced 'Whips n):
1.

Do well on GS-SD assignments.

2.

Do well on daily quizzes.

3.

Give speeches before Congressional Committees and on the Senate floor.
(In Phase II of the simulation you become both a lobbyist for your
occupation-pressure group and a Senator from your regional state.)

4,

Work for your political party in organizing and fighting for party goals.

5.

Invest wisely in the stock market.
explained in detail.)

6.

Do well on final objective and essay tests.

(Later this procedure will be
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In addition to your WPS total being influenced by your own efforts, it 1:1ill
also be somewhat affected by forces beyond your control. Fate is simulated
in PANIC when 11 the gods 11 (yom., teacher) have you occasionally pull Pressure
Cards. Although this aspect of the game may frustrate you at times because
it lessens your wealth, it can also bring you good fortune. In any event,
Pressure Cards simulate forces you should prepare yourself to meet psychologically as you mature.
Group Responsibilities
In PANIC you also will have responsibilities to three groups: your regional
group; your occupation-pressure group; and your oolitical party. First, in
Phase I, you are responsible for making a Regional Report to persons in your
region whose occupations differ from yours. The purpose of this report,
which you research, organize, and teach by yourself to others in your region,
is to insure that they understand your occupation-pressure group's background
and circumstances during the 1920 1 s. Second, in Phase II, you are responsible
for helping your occupation-pressure group prepare and present a bill before
a Congressional Committee. Finally, you are responsible for helping support
and operate the political party of your choice. This you will do mainly by
participating in party caucuses and by upholding party philosophy while
sitting on a Congressional Committee and while debating bills on the Senate
floor. Of course, at times your three group loyalties may conflict, or your
personal philosophy may conflict with one group's philosophy. But since no
adult today who actually participates in life can avoid such conflicts, rest
assured that this simulation prepares you to meet t·Jhat is inevitable for you
as a well-educated adult.
In conclusion, both the authors of this simulation and your teacher hope you
learn well the lessons Americans experienced from 1920-1940. For the
lessons' effects are alive today, generating more complex problems for us to
master. Both the liberal and conservative positions on how to solve these
problems have merit-~how much is for you to decide. But one thing is certain:
no democracy can long survive if its citizens fail to understand that
democracy is based upon 11the Art of Compromise," not upon the dictates of a
group claiming that only it has the absolutely right answers. We want you
to enjoy learning in PANIC, but after the excitement of the stock market, the
despair of the Great Depression, and the conflicts in your Congress, reflect
upon a fundamental principle of our political system: compromise is the
bedrock of democracy.
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DI VI S I ON
A simulation of the divisive issues of the 1850's and the crisis election
of 1860.
STUDENT GUIDE
You are about to participate in an education simulation called DIVISION. A
simulation is a manner of instruction in which the classroom represents a
mythical environment where students "live." In a few minutes you will enter
the 18SO's, when concerned Americans watched in horror as various g-roups
pushed the nation closer to Civil War.
You will become a member of one of six political interest groups: Northern
Democrats; Southern Democrats; Constitutional Unionists; Western Republicans;
Eastern Republicans. Your first problem will be identity. For example, if
you become a Constitutional Unionist, you will wonder: When did this
political faction get organized? Who belonged? In what region(s) of the
United States was it strongest? What held the faction together? And once
the 14 issues bothering Americans dnring the 1850's are given to you, you will
want to figure out how the Constitu~ional Unionists stood on each issue.
Your classmates belonging to other political factions will seek answers to
the same questions.
As the simulation progresses, you will find out why you need such knowledge.
Each faction will back a historical candidate for President in the crisis
election of 1860. And in order to advance your candidate while blocking his
opponents, you will have to know how all four 1860 Presidential candidates
stood on all 14 issues.
Thus, you have two objectives during DIVISION: 1-to increase your personal
power in your faction by earning as many grade points as possible; 2-to elect
your candidate President during a simulation of the final six weeks of the
1860 election. To achieve these objectives, you have certain responsibilities
to yourself and certain responsibilities to your faction.
Responsibilities to Yourself
Earn as many grade points as possible by doing the following:
1.

Understanding a) how all six political factions felt about the 14 ISSUES:
and b) what caused the Civil War.

2.

Learning how to research and write position papers.

3.

Doing depth research and writing if you so desire.
give you suggestions.

Your instructor will
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When DIVISION simulates the final six "weeks 11 of the 1860 election, the
students with the most grade points in each faction will have more voting
strength than others in the group. Consequently, try to earn as many grade
points as possible before the action phase begins.
Responsibilities to Your Group
Rese~rch--Testing Phase
1.

Involve everyone in your faction by filling the following jobs: a
chairman to lead discussions, pressure members to work, dictate messages,
and choose conferees; a vice-chairman to take over if the chairman is
absent; a secretary to take notes and keep the faction's folder in order;
couriers to carry messages and fill in charts.

2.

Research, write, and explain position papers on the issues assigned you.

3.

Help fellow group members prepare for the four performance tests.

4.

Choose a capable student to role play your faction's 1860 Presidential
candidate. (If you belong to a faction that worked with another political
group in backing a candidate in 1860, your faction will have to hold a
political caucus with that gro~p.)

Action Phase

s.

Help your faction's members play politics with finesse by understanding
the following:
a.

During the simulated six "weeks" of the 1860 election, each class
period will be divided into twQ equal "weeks." During each two week
class period, your faction will have 100 IPs to allocate. An IPAF
(Influence Points Allocation Form) must be filled out every 25
minutes (i.e., every 11 week" ). Your group has several options in
allocating its IPs: 1--use all its 100 IPs positively for issues it
strongly supports; 2--use up to 50 IPs negatively against issues it
strongly opposes, leaving 50 IPs to use positively (using more than
50 IPs negatively is not allowed); 3--divide these 100 IPs any desired
way between the two ·1weeks" when it has the IPs.

b.

Each "week" each faction's secretary records her members' allocation
of IPs on two forms: IPAF and IPAR (Influence Points Allocation
Form and Influence Points Allocation Record). The IPAF is turned in
each "week"; the IPAR is kept in the faction's folder.

c.

Your instructor, with possible administrative help, will compute how
the various factions' IPs allocations have supported or canceled one
another. He will then translate the IPs decisions made by each group
into possible electoral votes for each candidate.

3

d.

At the beginning of each "week," your instructor will announce
electoral votes each candidate then has, as determined from the
prior "week's" power allocation. An ELECTORAL VOTES TRENDS sheet
will show a collective total of IPs placed for or against each issue,
but it will not tell specifically how the other factions individually
allocated their IPs. Nevertheless, each faction should carefully
fill out and then interpret both this TRENDS sheet and a GRAPH sheet
showing the faction's candidate's electoral vote total and electoral
vote percentage.

e.

Since no faction has enough influence to elect a candidate by itself,
the object of the game is to get as many of the other groups as
possible to support your group's position on particular issues in
order that your combined influence can be translated into sufficient
electoral votes for your candidate's election when the sixth "week"
ends. 'Iwo conference areas will be available for conferences between
two or more factions. You must sign up for these conference areas in
advance; you must complete your conference in five minutes or less.

f.

After receiving the results of a prior 11 week's" decision, each group
then decides how it can best use its IPs to raise its candidate's
possible electoral vote tally and, after conferences resulting in
political bargaining, goes ahead and completes its next IPAF.

g.

To help the factions make better decisions, a special national newspaper will be issued occasionally to indicate voter trends on specific
issues as determined from interviews with members of various groups
and from analysis of the ANALYST'S TALLY SHEET (kept by your instructo:
but not available to individual group members). The newspaper will
not divulge specific information; rather, it will hint about the
current state of affairs in the nation in relationship to particular
issues.

h.

'Ihe candidate with the majority of all electoral votes at the end of
the sixth "week 11 will become President of the United States. The
faction(s) supporting this candidate will be declared the winner.

Evaluation Phase
1.

Take final objective and essay tests.

2.

Help your faction discuss the Rosen-O'Hara Case Study, which should aid
your understanding of the difficulty of pinpointing causation of the Civil
War.

A final comment. Your instructor and the authors of DIVISION hope that
11 livingll in the America of the 18SO's stimulates you to appreciate two things:
how historical knowledge can be a powerful tool to help you achieve something
you want; and how, in a society with as many factions as America has, compromise is an essential part of the political process.
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DI SUN IA
STUDENT GUIDE
The map which you have just examined represents your ·home" in DISUNIA.
You are about to begin playin~r an educational game called a ·simulation.··
A simulation is a manner of instruction in which the classroom imitates
(i.e., nsimulates") an environment in our history. During the next few
weeks, you will "live" in this environment and try to solve DISUNIII. 'S
economic, military, and political problems. But first you need to understand the history of DISUNIA.
HISTORY OF DISUNIA
DISUNIA is a country located on Edortia, a planet formed in 2080, when
the planet Earth was split into four parts by a slightly miscalculated
atomic explosion. Only people flying in spaceships at the time escaped
death. The explosion destroyed all man-made objects on the four, new- ·
ly-formed planets, but miraculously--in the mysterious way of Mother
Nature--all natural characteristics of Earth •.:ere preserved in somewhat
distorted configurations on the new planets. The 113>000 American
survivors who made their way to DISUNIA, seeing all of their former
civilization eradicated and only Gcd-formed 8bjects remaining, promptly
destroyed their spaceships in tribute to Gcd for saving them and for
forming a new land for them. (They were to regret this religious decision at a later date.)
. Water borders DISUNIA on tre north, east, and south. Impassable mountains are everywhere. They form natural boundaries for many states and
make trading slow and hazard::)Us. These same m-:>untains have walled off
much contact with other human beings living west of the Andrean Mountains,
which extend from northern Mussets to Noah Coah. The northern area of
DISUNIA is characterized ty high, rugged, heavily forested m-:>untains and
fertile valleys. The central area, is relatively flat with fertile S'.)i 1,
rnauy rivers, and the ever-present high mountains at state boundaries.
The southern area has vast expanses of sandy soil, mostly located on
rolling hills in danger of regular erosion due to the heavy rains and
subsequent flocds which tend to plague the area.
Economically the people of northern DISUNIA have turned to pursuits others
than farming because they lack sufficient gocd soil to produce enoug·h
focdstuffs for their population. They have become excellent shipbuilders
and merchants. Some rest orati-:>n of industry has been tried, but to date
the lack of sufficient capital and labor has restricted industrial
activity to small, one owner factories. In the central area farmins is
the main occupation, though some of the states> having sea coasts and
goGd harbors, have increased their commercial> maritime activity. This
area :is called the llbreadbasket'· of DISUNIA, for it supplies much of
DISUNIArs grain and fodder. The southern area·s economy is controlled
by large lando,.mers (they flew the first spaceships to arrive) who have
experimented with planting large tracts of cotton and t-:>bacco--both in
short supply in DISUNIA--and would plant more but f:ir the shortage af 1

labor.
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In 2080 DISUNIA, mode ling itself politically after the former 13 2olonie s,
set up thirteen separate sta,::es. During the seven years since landing
in Edonia, the states have lived relatively isolated from one another
due to the destruction of all transportation facilities. This fact, plus
the relatively few people in each state, led first to the development
of individual state constitutions. Just recently, as the states became
aware of the necessity of trade between states, the 13 states devel::)Ded
a loose confederation based on a brief, but supposedly binding, constitution called The Articles of Confederation cf DISUNI~ (see below).
D!SUNIA has had tremendous problems. The northern states have a surplus
of manufactured articles and a deficit of fo~dstuffs while the central
and southern states have the reverse. Yet while all citizens have recognized the need for inter-state trade, individual states have had
trouble controlling their economies, for DISUNIA 1 s inhabitants have come
from America and insist on making their own individual business cont1'acts
without state regulation or c::mtrol. The ref ore, one of the biggest problems for state leaders has been trying to find a way to keep the state
as a whole economically healthy while at the same time maintaining
individual liberty. Then too, the natural inclination of each state to
want to be nthe best state in the conf s:Ieration ,; has led to various
trade barriers (i.e., tariffs and transportation taxes) being levied
on other states' goods. Of course, some of the states are better located
for commercial activity than others and this f2ct has caused the .;haves 1•
to make the !/have-nots·· )ay dearly for such privileges as access to the
sea via land or river.
Another serious problem has been the shortage of labor. Most Disunians
would like to rebuild an industrial civilization similar to the America
they left. However, developing such a civilization requires a labor
supply far greater than that now available. Currently, a rumor has been
circulating throughout the states that some southern ranchers have been
searching for a human-like S:Qecie s in ''The Great Valley, 11 but no one has
yet br:Jught back any beings that would prove the rumor true.
Finally, various citizens have reported seeing roving bands of non-Disunians
crossing and recrossing state boundaries (Western Mussets, eastern Nova
Hire, western Gumma, and western Noah Coah). Disunians remember that
seven years ago citizens from other nations of Earth also landed on Edonia,
destroyed their spaceships, and formed the nations of S9aynoriana and
Grittbrayton because they did not have political philosophies similar
to Disunians. Militant persons from the above four Disunian states,
fee ling anxiety for their state boundaries, have begun discussing "the
..... l'.:IQd for a
common defense ;?Olicy to meet the DOSsible military threat to
DI~!JN"IA I s borders.;, However, since an adequate defense plan would require spernl:Ln:J' n,:insirl.""rable wealth, nothin:7 has yet been done.
ACCUMULATING INDIVIDUAL WEALTH
Now that you have reo.d tl:iP history of DISUNIA you are ready to consider
your responsibilities to yourselt and to your' state. You are about to
wrestle not only with the big problems of a loosely organized government but also with your individual problems. You now have an I.D. tag
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showin;r your state, your occupation, and your wealth (a certain number
of CGSs, i.e., Consumer Goods and Service Points).
Your first individual task is to add to your CGSs total. A significant
percentage of your unit grade for the simulation will be based upon this
accumulation. You can earn CGSs by doing your Basic Assignments well,
by compiling research for n:pth Assignments, and by preparing ;·excitement ·
projects: a speech to Congress, a unification moverr~nt among the states;
a mobilization for war; writing bills for Congressmen; or any numbel" of
logical and sincere projects for individual, state, or national improvement.
Another way of accumulating individual wealth is by making trade agreements with citizens of other states for the opoosite color of CGSs.
Since you are paid in one CGSs color (green if.your occupation is agriculture; blue if merchant-industrial) and since your stateis objective
is to achieve an economic balance between the two CGSs colors, considerable political and economic pressure will be exerted on you to trade
often and wisely. Also you must do this trading by mail only. ~<emember
that DISUNIA has primitive transportation and communication facilities.
Only Congressmen are permitted out of their seats during interaction
periods and then only to travel to and from the Congressional meeting
area. Finally, note the contract forms you must make out in duplicate
for each trade you complete. You keep one co)y for your Economic Analyst
to attach to the State Activity Summary Sheet. The second copy goes to
the person whom you traded so that he can give the copy to his Economic
Analyst.
ACCUMULATING STATE WEALTH
In addition to working for individual wealth, you will also work for
your state's improverrsnt of its State Wealth Units (SWUs). The state
has one SWU for every green CGS paired with one blue CGS. You will help
your state gain SwUs by carrying out the duties of your state office
to the best of your ability. Your state's SwUs gain in relationship to
other states' gains will account for a significant percentage of your
unit grade for the simulation.
Duties of the various state offices
THE GOVERNOR calls state meetings; presides as state's ruling officer;
is only citizen who can legally bind state to a certain course of
action by his signature.
THE ECONOMIC ANALYST advises governor as to economic condition of state;
fills out SASS (State Activity Summary Sheet); collects SCF (Standard
Contract Form) from citizen involved in trade; attempts to balance
the state 1 s blue and green CGSs by advising citizens how to trade
wisely; keeps state· s folder in order and files this folder
with the gods at the end of each class pericxl.
THE POLITICAL ANALYST keeps a record of and advises governor of, the
effects of Pressure Cards read by the gods; studies and suggests
ta governor possible advantageous alliances with other states;
suggests tariffs and advises on their political effects;
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reads The Articles of Confederation of DISUNIA carefully for any
loopholes that might helo his state; is responsible for designing
and making state flag and writing state motto.
THE MILITARY ANALYST studies i,.;AR PROCEDURES section carefully and advises governor on any possible attack or defense plans necessary;
advises governor on military alliances and pacts with other states;
is responsible for the development and maintenance of state's
Military Forces (MFs).
THE CONGRESSMAN polls his constituents' feelings and represents them in
the DISUNIA Congress; carefully studies The Articles of CJnfederation
of DISUNI~ in order to become a Constitutional expert ready to
interpret the Constitution for the governor and other citizens;
writes and/or sponsors legislation favorable to his state; meets at
appointed times with other Congressmen in area set aside for Congressional meetings to deliberate and act on DISUNIA's business;
advises governor as to how the affairs of the natiJn affect the
state.
WAR PROCEDURES
Try to avoid 1.,1ar. It is costly even to the 111.'linners, " but if circumstances dictate war, follow these procedures.
To attack another state
1. The military Analyst files 1,1ith the war god, Mars, (Le., your teacher)
an Attack Plan signed by the governor and listing the state(s) attacked
and the number of Military Forces (MFs) your state has committed to battle.
2. Mars will notify the attacked state(s), and it (they) must file a
Defense Plan within 15 minutes.
3. If no Defense Plan is filed, the attacker gaines all of the attacked
state I s S\iliUs, takes over the state's citizens, and fills out the captured
state·, s SASSs as the victorious state sees fit.
4. If a Defense Plan is filed, the attacker loses 5MFs for each MF defending the attacked state.
5. If the attacked state has sufficient MFs to counter the attacking MFs,
then the attacker is rebuffed and loses all the MFs he CJmmitted to battle.
Also the attacked state's defending MFs are lost.
6. However, if the attacker has committed more MFs than the attacked
state and is awarded its sv.1us and MFs still "alive. 11 Of course, the
attacker's MFs would be reduced by the number 11killed 11 by the attacked
state's defense, even if the state was conquered.
To defend your state fr:im attack
File with Mars a Defense Plan listing the attacking state(s) and the
number of MFs you are using for your defense. One defending MF rtkills 11
five attacking MFs. Y:ur Defense Plan must be filed within 15 minutes
of Mars 1 notification of the impending attack. If due to a formal alliance
or some other agreement; a state(s) allows you to use its MFs to defend
y:iur state, you must show Mars a written agreement signed by the governor(s)
of the state(s) helping you.
To generate MFs
Each MF your state wishes to generate requires five SWUs. But remember,
:nee such generation has taken place, there is no t:-1ay to convert an MF
back into SWUs. Your state could also run the risk of bankrupting itself
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(and its citizens' grades, we might add) if y:>Ur state c::,mmits t::>::> many
Sl11Us f :::,r military build-up. Hence, v1hereas "appeasement" may be a dirty
w:::>rd t:::> a large, rich, militarily p:::>werful state, it may be "life-bl:::>::>d 17
for a small, p:::,:::>r, militarily weak state, unless, :::,f c:iurse, the small
state has p:iwerful allies.
To make a military alliance with an::>ther state
1. File 1,1,1ith Mars a c::>py :::,f the alliance sh::,wing the terms :::>f the agreement, the parties inv:::>lved, and the signature :::>f the g:::>vern:::,rs. Clearly
label it an OPEN ALLI~NCE ::>r SECRET ALLIANCE.
2. These alliances are f::,rmed when the p:::,litical analysts and the military
analysts :::,f the states c:insidering allying meet during class time. H:::>wever, in :::>rder t:::, meet, these individuals must file a written request
1. .Jith the g::>ds f:::,r use ::,f a c:inference area.
Yet, bef:::,re f:::,rming an
alliance, study y:::,ur nati::>nal c:::>nstituti:::,n.
GOVERNMENT IN DISUNIA: THE ARTICLES
OF CONFEDERATION OF THE UNITED STATES
OF DISUNIA
T:::, participate in this simulati:::>n with skill and enj::>yment, y:::>u must c:::>mpletely understand h::>w y::,ur g:::>vernment w::>rks at the nati::>nal level. Theref::,re, study carefully y::>ur C::>nstituti:in, The Articles :::>f C::>nfederati::>n :::>f
the United States :,f DISUNIA •
.ARTICLE I

NAME

This c:,nfederati::>n shall be named "The United States :::>f DISUNIA.
ARTICLE II

n

PURPOSE OF THE UNION

The states hereby bind themselves t::>gether f :::>r general welfare and c:imm:::m
defense.
ARTICLE III CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS
Citizens :::,f ::>ne state have all the privileges and immunities :::>f citizens
in ::>ther states, including free entrance and exit.
ARTICLE IV
A.
B,

STATE SOVEREIGNTY

Except f::,r p::>wers specially delegated t::> C::>ngress ::>r p::,wers specifically denied t:, the states, all states retain their individual s::>vereignty.
\:Jith:::iut C::>ngressi:,nal c:::,nsent n::> state may
1. make a treaty :,r enter int::> an alliance i>'ith either a £:,reign
nati::>n ::>r an::>ther state within this c::>nfederati::>n;
2. levy tariffs on £::,reign naticns when such tariffs. c::,nflict with
tariffs :,f the United States :::,f DISUNIA;
3. refuse t:::, maintain a trained and equipped state army as part :::,f
the army :::>f DISUNIA--as stipulated by C::>ngress;
4. maintain and equip a state army beycnd th:::,se limitati:::>ns stipulated by C:::>ngress;
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5. engage in war is1ithout the consent of Congress;
6. refuse to abide by the determinations of Congress;
7. secede fr::>m this Confederation, this union of the states being
perpetual.
ARTICLE V
A.
B.
C.
D.

E.

CONGRESS

Congress shall meet regularly each year and keep a public journal
::>fits proceedings.
Each state may send one or several delegates to Congress, but each
state shall have only one vote.
Nine votes are required to reach agreement on lav.1s, resolutions, and
declarations.
Congress alone has these powers:
1. to declare war;
2. to send and receive ambassadors;
3. to enter into treaties and alliances ':lith foreign powers;
4. to decide controversies between the states ~·,hen such controversies
are appealed to Congress;
5. to issue money;
6. to determine and levy taxes;
7. to raise a DISUNIA army from the state armies in proportion to
the number of citizens in each state;
8. to appoint a Committee of the States.
The Committee of the states shall consist of one delegate from each
state.
1. Nine members shall constitute a quorum to do business.
2. In Congress' absence this Committee will have authority to execute
certain laws of Cong-.c•2ss, but only those 1a1·s which nine votes of
Congress have agreed are powers that this Committee should execute.

ARTICLE VI

TAXATION

All national expenses necessary for defense and the general welfare shall
be met through a rate of taxation determined by Congress and levied in
proportion to the land val·ao of each. state.
ARTICLE VII

AMENDMENT

These articles may be amended only upon unanimous co~zent of Congress
and the legislatures of every state.
FINAL COMMENTS
As you see from the above, you are going to be quite busy in your simulated .environment. Don 1 t 1:.rorry too much, though, as you will have ample
opportunity in class to demonstrate your ability to solve economic, military
and p::>litical problems in DISUNIA. Also don't be overly concerned at this
point if the simulation procedures discussed above seem confusing.
Remember that a simulation is like a game, and a complex game's rules
seem simple once you have played the game.

